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ABSTRACT

Genomic and ecological dimensions of Malagasy reptile and amphibian biodiversity

by

Arianna Kuhn

Advisor: Frank Burbrink

A long history of isolation coupled with complex topographic and ecological landscapes
makes Madagascar ideal for exploring the historical factors that have shaped patterns of
population diversity and endemism. Many species-level studies have suggested Late Quaternary
climate change may have influenced population dynamics in the tropics, but Madagascar’s
ecologically unique biomes or individual species properties may have driven idiosyncratic
responses to these shifts. Using community-scale population genetic data I implement a
hierarchical approximate Bayesian computation (hABC) approach to evaluate the degree of
synchronous population expansion during glacial cycles across herpetofaunal assemblages both
within and across discrete biomes and taxonomic groups. I integrate results from Bayesian model
averaging to identify whether intrinsic and extrinsic conditions played a role in driving
individualistic demographic change. I find that demographic responses are not uniform across
groups, with more than 50% of all populations showing signal of recent expansion. Our
explanatory models indicate species occupying narrow elevational ranges had a higher
probability of expansion, while amphibian assemblages showed higher genetic diversity and
greater departures from population neutrality. Expansion events were largely asynchronous, with
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coexpansion found in less than half of all populations. Humid-restricted taxa are the exception to
this trend, with around 69–74% of all populations coexpanding during the start of the Last
Glacial Period at around 100 kya, supporting the hypothesis of a more extensive humid forest
cover for Madagascar during this time. I show that exploration of trait and habitat-specific
demographic processes is crucial to understanding and protecting the exceptional biotic richness
and endemism found in Madagascar.
In my second chapter, I use genomic data from population level sampling across the
island’s snakes within a comparative statistical phylogeographic framework to investigate
patterns of population structure and pulses of simultaneous demographic shifts for Madagascar’s
pseudoxyrhophiine snakes to determine if demographic histories been individualistic or
synchronous relative to Pleistocene climate change. I identified 21 populations with a high
probability of recent expansion and 12 with a history of population bottleneck. I conducted a
hierarchical Random Forest analysis to estimate the proportion of lineages experiencing
synchronous demographic dynamics and the timing of these events. For expanding populations, I
recovered a strong signal of synchronous expansion in the Late Pleistocene after the Last Glacial
Maximum. Contracting lineages showed evidence of temporally concordant bottlenecks before
the onset of widespread anthropogenic Holocene fire disruption, indicating historical climate was
more important in structuring contemporary patterns of diversity. I find little evidence of
geographic, ecological or taxonomic signal in population diversity estimates or probability of
expansion. These results suggest that areas that promoted demographic stability are not shared
among broadly distributed taxa, and instead demographic change in these populations is
primarily influenced by localized habitat features and species interactions.
Demographic processes like population expansion often result in events like population
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divergence that ultimately influence patterns of genetic diversity and richness. In my third
chapter, I investigate previously proposed and novel hypotheses that address the historical
processes driving these patterns on Madagascar. The many widespread lineages present in the
snake fauna of the island span multiple landscape and climatic barriers and represent an
unparalleled opportunity to investigate the origins of endemic diversity on the island. Using
genome-wide sampling, I test whether these hypotheses explain phylogeographic patterns across
four codistributed, endemic snake lineages widely distributed throughout Madagascar. I
evaluated the performance of two advanced regression techniques, Gradient Boosting Machine
(GBM) and Random Forest regression (RF) to estimate the timing of lineage divergence,
migration, and historical demographic parameters of four species groups to highlight spatial and
temporal patterns of differentiation. I find that GBM outperforms RF, but both approaches
estimate divergence times for the most recent diversification events in the Mid to Late
Pleistocene, when overall rates in speciation declined across Madagascar snakes. Divergence
was coupled with low migration rates for all species groups examined here. For at least two
species groups, I find strong evidence that both climatic stability, historical refugia, and current
environmental gradients have jointly contributed to population divergence over time. For
dispersal limited organisms with parapatric and sympatric distributions, Madagascar’s complex
ecographic and topographic history may have contributed to rapid differentiation following
extreme community turnover following glacial cycles in the Quaternary.
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CHAPTER ONE

Drivers of unique and asynchronous population dynamics in Malagasy herpetofauna

INTRODUCTION
Madagascar is a large, isolated island characterized by extreme habitat heterogeneity, a
simple tectonic history, and massive in situ diversification, exemplary even among other speciesrich continental biomes (Ganzhorn, Lowry, Schatz, & Sommer, 2001; Pyron & Burbrink, 2014).
More than 90% of the amphibians, reptiles, terrestrial mammals and plants are found nowhere
else on earth and remain highly threatened by anthropogenic deforestation (Vieilledent et al.,
2018a). Studies framed within the confines of a single tropical island present a unique
opportunity to examine the already complex interactions among landscape heterogeneity,
historical and contemporary climate, and demography as they contribute to generating patterns of
elevated diversity and endemism (Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1997; Wilmé, Goodman, &
Ganzhorn, 2006; Yoder & Nowak, 2006). Madagascar’s long-term isolation, biotic and
topographic heterogeneity, and diverse species radiations make it an ideal system for exploring
how population dynamics influence community assemblage and persistence through time and
across ecological gradients (Wilmé et al., 2006).
The climatic and topographic turnover between Madagascar’s ecoregions has long since
been invoked as a causal mechanism of the unique biodiversity gradients across the island
(Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1997). As Madagascar separated from India along its Eastern
coastline ~80 Ma, moist trade winds from the Indian Ocean and a gradual equatorial shift
contributed to the formation of extensive eastern rainforest biomes (Wells, 2003). Today, west of
these humid and evergreen forests, Madagascar becomes increasingly arid, with deciduous
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forests and a high central plateau covered by a mosaic of evergreen forest and savannah
grassland (Burgess et al., 2004). The southernmost biome of Madagascar is also arid,
characterized by highly endemic spiny desert and xeric scrubland flora and fauna (Gautier &
Goodman, 2003; Henkel & Schmidt, 2000). Sharp climatic gradients over short geographic
distances have promoted high endemism within certain ecoregions, yet many species maintain
ranges spanning multiple biomes (Brown et al., 2016; Markolf & Kappeler, 2013; Pearson &
Raxworthy, 2009; Wilmé et al., 2006).
While many groups in Madagascar originated via transoceanic dispersal throughout the
Cenozoic (Nagy, Joger, Wink, Glaw, & Vences, 2003; Raxworthy, Forstner, & Nussbaum, 2002;
Vences et al., 2003; Yoder & Nowak, 2006), more recent population dynamics have also
influenced observed patterns of species richness and community diversity. Divergence for many
extant endemics dates to the Plio/Pleistocene (Burbrink et al., 2019; Crottini et al., 2012;
Goodman & Ganzhorn, 2004; Kremen et al., 2008; Wilmé et al., 2006; Yoder & Nowak, 2006)
but also see (Le & Raxworthy, 2017; Raxworthy, Ingram, Rabibisoa, & Pearson, 2007), a period
of intense climate change and corresponding global vegetation shifts (Hewitt, 2000, 2004;
Provan & Bennett, 2008). Palynological and recent biogeographic evidence from discrete sites
across the island suggest that Madagascar followed this global trend of historical climate and
vegetation changes over the Late Quaternary, with historical connectivity between isolated
montane rainforests via lowland and mid-elevation rainforest corridors during glacial cycles
(Burney, 1987; Burney et al., 2004; Hewitt, 2004; Rakotoarisoa, Raheriarisena, & Goodman,
2012, 2013; Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1995; Yoder et al., 2016). In particular, frequent
vegetational shifts identified over Quaternary time scales in the eastern and northwestern humid
forests suggest these events have been important for promoting elevated speciation rates and
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richness (Gasse & Van Campo, 1998; Townsend, Vieites, Glaw, & Vences, 2009). Interpolations
from these paleoclimatic data do not render a complete picture of Madagascar’s past, especially
given the dearth of vertebrate fossils from the Pleistocene (Burney et al., 2004). To test these
findings, I use the wealth of genetic data currently available to recover signatures of historical
population dynamics in contemporary communities.
Climatic change during the Late Quaternary is the paradigm for explaining the diversity
across many biomes globally (Hewitt, 2000, 2004). In Madagascar, several studies based on
single species or closely related species-groups implicate Quaternary climate change as a
significant force structuring populations (Crottini et al., 2012; Florio, Ingram, Rakotondravony,
Louis, & Raxworthy, 2012; Florio & Raxworthy, 2016; Gehring, Glaw, Gehara, Ratsoavina, &
Vences, 2013; Rakotoarisoa et al., 2012, 2013; Ratsoavina et al., 2010; Vences & Glaw, 2002;
Yoder & Heckman, 2006). As population-level studies have expanded in geographic and
taxonomic breadth over the last decade, it has become clear that many codistributed populations
have unique demographic histories (e.g., Gehring et al., 2013; Olson et al., 2009; Rakotoarisoa et
al., 2012, 2013). Although often invoked to explain these patterns, historical climate is not
always causally related to patterns of endemism and richness (Brown et al., 2016). One approach
successful in disentangling the relative influence of climate and intrinsic biotic traits is the study
of whole assemblage responses (Chan, Schanzenbach, & Hickerson, 2014). When evaluated in
the context of ecological differences or similarities across assemblages, demographic responses
can grant further insight to mechanisms generating community level patterns, as well as how
traits accelerate or inhibit population responses to historical climate (Papadopoulou & Knowles,
2016; Sgarlata et al., 2018). Studies that incorporate both the responses of entire faunal
assemblages and the biotic traits of independent populations provide an opportunity to explore
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the unique effects of Quaternary climate change on shaping patterns across Madagascar’s biomes
(Prates, Xue, et al., 2016).
If dynamic abiotic factors have significantly influenced population demographic
trajectories at community levels, I expect to observe assemblage-wide population events that
temporally coincide with the glacial cycling of the Late Quaternary (Burbrink et al., 2016; Chan
et al., 2014; Gehara et al., 2017; Mastretta-Yanes et al., 2018; Potter et al., 2018; Xue &
Hickerson, 2017). Vertebrate assemblages on Madagascar are uniquely characterized by extreme
species endemism, but many clades are species poor and taxonomically imbalanced (Goodman
& Benstead, 2003), resulting in higher incidence of constrained responses for microendemic
populations during periods of unfavorable climatic conditions (Gaston, 2009; Gehring et al.,
2013; Rakotoarisoa et al., 2012; Zenboudji et al., 2016). Alternatively, Madagascar’s disparate
ecoregions may be operating as continental microcosms, with taxa responding uniquely and
adapting locally to disparate climatic histories (Brown, Cameron, Yoder, & Vences, 2014;
Vences, Wollenberg, Vieites, & Lees, 2009; Wilmé et al., 2006). In these examples, the
landscape heterogeneity of the island or habitat affinities of endemic populations may have
played a significant role in community assembly. If this is the case, the elevated species richness
of Madagascar may have been driven by a composite of evolutionary and ecological processes.
I therefore hypothesize that if Quaternary climate change has been an important factor
shaping modern community structure across Madagascar’s diverse biomes, assemblage-wide
(and ecoregion-wide) demographic responses on Madagascar will show temporally congruent
expansion histories coinciding with the most recent global Quaternary glacial cycles. Because
Quaternary climate change may uniquely affect different ecoregions in Madagascar, I do not
expect these responses to be synchronous across the entire island, but rather within discrete
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biomes. If Quaternary climate change is not the primary driver of community structuring on
Madagascar, I hypothesize that assemblage-wide demographic responses will be idiosyncratic,
with little or no temporal synchronicity across expansion histories (see Figure 1.1). Should a
non-Quaternary effect hypothesis be supported, then other factors related to biogeographic
history (e.g., dispersal, isolation), ecological thresholds (e.g., tracking prey responses), or biotic
interactions (e.g., competition) may have structured assemblages on the island, and I hypothesize
to find greater synchronicity in demographic response across biologically similar groups.
To test these hypotheses, I examine the degree of historical demographic synchronicity
among herpetofaunal populations distributed across the island of Madagascar using hierarchical
approximate Bayesian computation (hABC) and coalescent methods. I further explore the
contribution of abiotic and biotic variables, such as life history, endemism and ecoregion
distribution, on demographic response and genetic diversity using linear regression and Bayesian
model averaging. I find that demographic responses are idiosyncratic within biotic groupings and
the arid biome of Madagascar due primarily to the heterogeneity of this landscape and the
diverse ecologies of its constituents. Exceptionally, I discover that the montane and lowland
humid forests of eastern Madagascar have played a role in driving the elevated diversity and
endemism of these regions through homogenous species responses despite intrinsic speciesspecific differences.

METHODS
Data
I first compiled publicly available sequence data from GenBank and other data
repositories (Burbrink et al., 2019; Ruane et al., 2018) for Malagasy reptile and amphibian
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species for a mixture of 6 different mitochondrial loci (16S, ND1/2/4, COI, CYTB). Datasets
with ambiguous native status (e.g., Hemidactylus frenatus, Vences et al., 2004), locality data that
could not be georeferenced, or too few individuals (<10) were removed prior to the filtering steps
outlined below. For this study, I first examined the codemographic history of all populations
under the justification that historical ranges are unknown, contemporary knowledge of historical
climate across various biomes is not complete, and populations vary in levels of endemism to
span single or multiple habitats. From here, I partitioned this population dataset into geographic
groups (see Methods below) to enforce a more rigorous application of codistribution sensu
stricto (Figure 1.2).

Filtering
After initial sequence assembly and alignment in Clustal-W (Thompson, Higgins, &
Gibson, 1994), 106 mitochondrial single-locus species-level datasets were manually inspected
for gaps and overall sequence quality. Missing sequence data were trimmed from the beginnings
and ends of sequence alignments, and resulting alignments varied in length from 345–1400 base
pairs. A maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree was inferred for each species using BEAST
1.8.4 under a phylogenetic clock model using the Bayesian Skyline Plot (BSP) tree prior from
5,000 post burn-in trees (Drummond, Suchard, Xie, & Rambaut, 2012). All trees were checked
for post burn-in convergence and proper mixing using Tracer (v1.6.0). Using these MCC trees
and the Bayesian implementation of the generalized mixed Yule-coalescent model through the R
package bGMYC (Pons et al., 2006; N. M. Reid & Carstens, 2012), I partitioned the data into
population-level units independently for each species-level mitochondrial dataset. Following the
approach of Gehara et al. (2017), I used the single-threshold model to assign probabilities
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indicating conspecificity of lineages and retained only those at >0.5 probability of conspecificity,
which allowed us to distinguish between deep intraspecific divergences and extensive population
genetic structure from each species-level phylogeny in accordance with the assumptions of all
coalescent models employed downstream (Hudson, 2002, see Supporting Methods for additional
detail). These independent clusters are herein referred to as ‘populations’ (e.g., Gehara et al.,
2017; Prates et al., 2016b).

Single population demographic analyses
I performed demographic model selection to distinguish between three probable
demographic models (constant size, bottleneck, and expansion) for each individual population
and obtained median estimates of parameter values of interest (e.g., effective population size, Ne)
with 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals around these values to inform prior intervals
in downstream analyses. For this step, I used approximate Bayesian computation (ABC), which
allowed us to fit a highly specific statistical model across independently evolving populations
and loci for which the parameterization quickly becomes too complex to be evaluated via the
likelihood function (Beaumont, 2010). Briefly, ABC analyses involved drawing parameters from
pre-specified prior distributions under which simulated data were generated for a given model.
This simulated data and the observed data were reduced into descriptive summary statistics to
reduce computational time (e.g., number of segregating sites, nucleotide diversity, Tajima’s D
statistic). Using a rejection algorithm, a proportion of simulations within a set Euclidean distance
(designated by tolerance) of the observed were accepted. Posterior model probabilities and
parameter values were approximated using this proportion of accepted simulations.
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For the simulation and posterior approximation of demographic parameters, uniform
priors were set for effective population size and scaled by generation time, magnitude of the
population size change (NeA/Ne: 0.1–0.001, for expansion model; 2–20, for the bottleneck
model), and expansion time (τ: 10,000–500,000). The broad priors on Ne were derived from the
95% HPD intervals from Bayesian skyline plot analyses, a practice that is common in the
demographic inference literature (Burbrink et al., 2016; Gehara et al., 2017; B. N. Reid, NaroMaciel, Hahn, FitzSimmons, & Gehara, 2019). To account for rate variation across loci and taxa
when sampling an approximate per-generation mutation rate for my simulations, I drew from a
normal distribution with a mean of 1 x 10-8/site/generation and a wide standard deviation of 1.5 x
10-9 for each population. This mean mutation rate was based on previous studies that have
estimated mutation rates for amphibians and reptiles (Bromham, 2002; Eo & DeWoody, 2010).
While an exact mutation rate is not available for the majority of Malagasy herpetofauna, this
standard deviation encompasses mitochondrial mutation rate estimates for closely related
herpetofaunal groups reported in the literature (Daza, Castoe, & Parkinson, 2010; Gehring et al.,
2013; Kurabayashi et al., 2008; Wollenberg, Vieites, Glaw, & Vences, 2011). A summary of
these prior values and distributions can be found in Table 1.4. I generated 500,000 simulations
per model (expansion, constant, and bottleneck) for all observed populations, with number of
base pairs and number of individuals specific to each observed dataset under random parameter
draws from the aforementioned priors using the function single.pop.demog in PipeMaster
(Gehara et al., 2017; Gehara, Mazzochinni, & Burbrink, 2019). Using the function
observed.singlepop.sumstat (PipeMaster), I reduced the observed sequence data into the
following summary statistics per population: nucleotide diversity (π), number of segregating sites
(ss), haplotype diversity (H), Tajima's D, and the first three bins of the site frequency spectrum
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(ss1, ss2, ss3). Because the ability of ABC to accurately approximate posterior distributions is
partially limited by the quality of user-specified summary statistics (Burr & Skurikhin, 2013), I
used principal component analysis to graphically check the simulated summary statistics and
plotted the first two PCs of the simulated data with the observed to assess model fit and optimize
prior distributions for downstream codemographic analyses (Cornuet, Ravignie, & Estoup,
2010). Using the aforementioned summary statistics and the rejection algorithm via the R
package abc (Csilléry, François, & Blum, 2012), the closest 500 simulations were retained and
posterior distributions for parameters of interest were approximated for Ne, NeA and expansion
time. Using the function postpr (abc), posterior probabilities were inferred for each of the three
models. Non-expanding populations were not further classified as having a constant versus
contracting population growth history due to the limited ability of mitochondrial data to detect
loss of heterozygosity when sample sizes are small (Cornuet & Luikart, 1996).

Codemographic analyses
To determine the degree of synchronicity among expanding herpetofauna, I followed the
hierarchical ABC (hABC) multispecies coexpansion method from Chan et al. (2014). I expected
to recover only the most recent expansion events, occurring in response to either the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM), i.e., between 26,500 and 19,000years ago (Clark et al., 2009; Davis, 2008;
Sandel et al., 2011), or prior to that, at the onset of the Last Glacial Period. Therefore, I
considered that a species could have expanded due to LGM-associated climate change if the
estimated expansion time was <19 kya. Gehara et al. (2017) found that incorporating a priori
information into expansion time priors can lead to more precise and accurate hyperparameter
estimates, particularly particularly when the true history involves asyncronous expansion.
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Because single population analyses suggested some expansion events were non-overlapping
(Figure 1.4), I implemented two time-prior modifications from the Gehara et al. (2017) study that
best fit these assumptions (modified in Figure 1.14). Both modifications force the coexpansion
time (τs) and the individual population expansion times (τn) to be sampled from independent,
non-overlapping priors, ultimately resulting in confined and more evenly sampled parameter
space. The Narrow Coexpansion Time (NCT) model requires τs to be sampled from a narrow
prior and τn sampled from a separate, wider prior, implementing a threshold (see “buffer”
parameterization in multiDICE, Xue & Hickerson, 2017) so that τs and τn must be n-years apart.
The Partitioned Time model (PT) model forces τn and τs to be drawn from independent time
block priors (where nblocks = number of populations for which τn is estimated), which are
randomly assigned to τs and τn each simulation cycle. Because these blocks are evenly spread out
over the expansion time prior, when values of ζ are dispersed and <1.0, the variance in hSS
should also reflect these differences.
I ran a total of 16 x 106 simulations using the sim.coexp function in PipeMaster under
wide uniform priors for the hyperparameters ζ [0.0–1.0] and coexpansion time, τs [10,000–
500,000]; see Table 1.4 for a summary prior values used. For the NCT model, a 50 kyr threshold
was set around the coexpansion time (Xue & Hickerson, 2017). For the PT model no buffer was
set, and the number of time prior blocks from which τs was sampled was set to the number of
populations in the dataset. I again reduced the observed sequence data using the summary
statistics outlined in the single population analyses. To construct posterior distributions from
accepted simulations for hSS of interest, I used both the rejection algorithm and an algorithm
that uses a neural network to perform a regression‐based correction (neuralnet) implemented in
the R package abc (Blum & François, 2010; Csilléry et al., 2012). Tolerance rates were adjusted
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to accept 100 points nearest the target values for rejection methods and the nearest 1,000 for the
neuralnet to allow for more training observations. Studies have shown neural network regression
correction may improve posterior estimates by differentially weighting simulations that are
closest to the observed summary statistics, reducing dimensionality of the summary statistics,
and ultimately increasing the accuracy of accepted and observed summary statistics matches
(Blum & François, 2010). I used 20 neural networks with 10 nodes in one hidden layer with all
parameters optimized and no heteroscedastic correction, using a log transformation of the
hyperparameters of interest. To test the goodness of fit of both models to the observed data, I
used the gfit function (Csilléry et al., 2012). I conducted ABC model selection between the NCT
and PT models on the first 500,000 simulations to determine which was a better fit for my data.
Prior checks are an important step in preventing biased inference in any ABC analysis due to the
high dimensionality of parameter sampling. While priors that are too wide can result in falsely
synchronous estimates due to inefficient sampling, overly narrow priors can conversely result in
the true parameter values never being sampled (Hickerson et al., 2014; Leaché, Crews, &
Hickerson, 2007; Oaks, Linkem, & Sukumaran, 2014). I performed both statistical and graphical
checks on different priors by performing tests of goodness of fit of data simulated under all
models for all dataset partitions and the observed data. Our null distributions were generated
from simulated data using 200 replicates for use as pseudo-observed data to calculate the median
of the distance between observed and accepted summary statistics and a tolerance rate of 0.2 and
the rejection algorithm (Cornuet et al., 2010; Csilléry et al., 2012; Gelman, Carlin, Stern, &
Rubin, 2004). I also carried out a priori goodness of fit for NCT and PT models and performed
principal component analysis with retained simulated summary statistics, visually checking the
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90% envelope of simulated data to ensure that the observed summary statistics were contained
within these envelopes.
Taxon-specific life history traits could be responsible for differences in demographic
response across species (Burbrink et al., 2016). Additionally, if the ecoregions of Madagascar
experienced independent biogeographic histories, assemblages occupying dry and humid biomes
will have responded differently to Pleistocene cycle phases (Wells, 2003). In particular, glacialinterglacial precipitation and temperature oscillations have been important for driving population
dynamics in tropical latitudes (Prates, Rivera, Rodrigues, & Carnaval, 2016). For this reason, I
repeated the above steps, initially run for the complete dataset, independently for four alternative
population groupings to examine extrinsic conditions or intrinsic traits that may have contributed
to synchronous responses, specifically, taxonomic history (amphibian populations only, reptile
populations only) and biogeographic history (populations endemic to humid and arid ecoregions
of Madagascar only) following my hypotheses regarding synchronicity within these groupings.
For taxonomic partitions, I classified populations as either non-avian reptiles (e.g., family
Testudinae, order Squamata, order Crocodilia; n = 13 populations) or amphibians (order Anura;
n = 21 populations). To sort populations by biogeographic history, I used broad ecoregion
assignments (see methods section “Determinants of demographic history” for classification
details). Populations restricted to the evergreen rainforest, Sambirano rainforest, and central
highlands were identified as humid taxa (n = 13 populations) and tested for synchronous
expansion. Taxa confined to the dry deciduous forest and arid spiny bush were identified as arid,
and separately tested for coexpansion (n = 5 populations) although I note that small sample sizes
have less power to detect synchronous demographic change. I retain this terminology (always in
italics) throughout this study. Unless otherwise stated, these five partitioning strategies
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(complete, amphibian, reptile, humid, arid) were explored for all codemographic analyses.
Finally, I evaluated the accuracy of my codemographic model selection and hyperparameter
estimation procedures using leave-one-out cross validation and 13seudo-observed datasets.

Determinants of demographic history
To address alternative hypotheses that demographic change was not primarily influenced
by historical climate change, I used multiple linear regression to model the predictive power of
several intrinsic traits and ecological conditions on demographic history, population neutrality,
and genetic diversity for Malagasy herpetofauna. I assembled a suite of predictors based on the
best available trait data to represent physiology, life history, taxonomy, and ecology for all
populations examined (detailed below). Using these predictors, I explored two continuous
response variables describing population neutrality, Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989) and RamosOnsins and Rozas’s R2 (Ramos-Onsins & Rozas, 2006), and one continuous response variable
related to the type of demographic event, expansion probability, obtained from the three model
probability results estimated in the single population ABC inference. Because historical
fluctuations of population size and species’ ranges can influence genetic differentiation, I also
investigated the ability of these same variables to predict two continuous response variables (H
and π) as measures of genetic diversity (Knowles & Alvarado-Serrano, 2010). I used a Pearson’s
correlation to determine the strength of the relationship between demographic and diversity
response variables to eliminate highly correlated response variables from my final analyses.
In the absence of complete data on body mass, I examined body size (SVL). I also
examined behavioral traits—activity pattern (“diurnal”, “nocturnal”) and microhabitat use
(“terrestrial”, “arboreal”)—that are related to other ecological preferences (Keller & Taylor,
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2008). Generation time was also used as a predictor, as it is representative of ecological
strategies that directly impact population dynamics. Phylogenetic history could also produce
shared responses in demographic history and diversity (Burbrink et al., 2016), therefore I
included taxonomy as a predictor as well (“amphibian”, “reptile”). Physical landscape features
can also influence demographic history and genetic diversity of populations (Wang, 2013),
therefore I also included elevational range index of dispersion as a predictor.
To address differences in biogeographic history and endemism, I classified all
populations by ecoregion. I used five of the six major terrestrial ecosystems of Madagascar: “arid
spiny bush”, “central highlands”, “dry deciduous forest”, “evergreen rainforest”, and “Sambirano
rainforest” (Goodman & Benstead, 2003; Yoder & Nowak, 2006), and a simplified classification
of “humid” when partial or total locality data was restricted to the evergreen rainforest,
Sambirano rainforest, and central highlands and “arid” when confined to the dry deciduous forest
and arid spiny bush ecoregions. To determine if any ecoregion had independent association with
population neutrality or diversity, I selected amongst the best models across two groups of
possible explanatory variables: the first with populations classified as being present or absent in
each of the 5 ecoregions mentioned above, and a second with the simplified humid vs. arid
classification due to the non-independence of these two predictor variable sets.
I explored all possible combinations of predictors using two predictor variable sets to
prevent redundancy, one including all ecoregions (11 predictor variables) with a total of 2,048
models visited, and a simplified predictor set including only arid and humid classifications with
eight predictors and thus 256 total models visited. For both the 11 and eight predictor sets, I
created global models considering all variables and possible two-way interactions between them
to investigate the association between the ecology of populations and their demographic history
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or genetic diversity (Feldkircher, Zeugner, & Zeugner, 2015). To perform model selection and
comparison, I used Bayesian model averaging (BMA). Unlike standard model selection, BMA is
able to account for model uncertainty and the direct comparison of non-nested models by
assigning a weighted average to candidate models containing unique combinations of predictor
variables representing the proportional ability of the model to predict response variables
(Hoeting, Madigan, Raftery, & Volinski, 1999; Raftery, Madigan, & Hoeting, 1997). BMA over
all candidate linear regression models was performed using the R package ‘BMS’ (Zeugner &
Feldkircher, 2015). I assumed uniform priors over model size and applied a unit information
prior (UIP) on Zellner’s g (Zellner, 1986). All numeric data was standardized to have a mean of
0 and standard deviation of one. I averaged coefficients over all possible models, including
models where the variable was not contained.
To ensure that intrinsic qualities of sourced data were not biasing outcomes, I regressed
properties of the mitochondrial samples used, specifically, fragment size (mean = 621, standard
deviation = 312) and number of individuals sampled (mean = 40; standard deviation = 48) as
null predictors of the probability of population expansion prior to final analyses.

RESULTS
Population-level analyses
I obtained sequence data for 106 reptile and amphibian species from data repositories. I
filtered the total dataset, which resulted in a total of 64 identified panmictic populations (35
amphibian populations across 19 species, 29 reptile populations across 19 species), ranging from
15–200 samples/population for the following mitochondrial markers: 16S, COI, CYTB, ND4,
ND2 and ND1 (avg. seq. length = 526 base pairs). Our single-population ABC inference
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classified 34 of the 64 populations examined as expanding (13 reptile, 21 amphibian) and 30 as
non-expanding (16 reptile, 14 amphibian). The distribution of expanding and non-expanding taxa
across the island did not show any obvious patterns with respect to ecoregion (Figure 1.3a), or
taxonomic group (Figure 1.3b), butI address these components of demographic history explicitly
in the predictive modelling results and discussion (Figure 1.11).

Coexpansion analyses
After testing the fit of the observed data to each time-prior model, I found that both the
NCT and the PT models provided a good fit for the data across all partitions (see Figures 1.5–7).
For the model selection, the best model for the complete, amphibian, humid and arid observed
data partitions using the rejection algorithm was always NCT (posterior model probability, PMP:
0.76, 0.81, 0.68, 0.25, respectively). For the reptile partition, the PT model was selected over the
NCT model (PMP: 0.67).
For the complete analyses run under the NCT model (see Figure 1.13), I obtained a
posterior density estimate for ζ that suggested partially synchronous expansion (rejection mode:
0.5–0.6). The mode for the posterior distribution of the coexpansion time was consistent with
late Quaternary climate change, but credible intervals were wide. The average expansion time
was greater than the coexpansion time, but the credible interval encompassed the coexpansion
time, E(τ) (rejection mode: 168 kyr; CI: 143–238 kyr). The dispersion index was high, due to the
proportion of the taxa not sharing expansion histories, which instead show older expansion times
than the synchronous expansion pulse group.
Results for both the amphibian and reptile datasets simulated under the NCT model were
similar (see Table 1.1, Figure 1.8); for amphibian, the rejection mode for ζ was 0.3–0.5, and for
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reptiles, 0.2. The posterior distribution of expansion time (τs) was older for reptiles (156 kyr) and
E(τ) had a comparable credible interval in comparison to the amphibian dataset but with less
overlap to the coexpansion credible intervals (rejection mode: 211 kyr; CI: 152–279, nnet mode
251 kyr; CI: 205–319). The dispersion index for expansion times was also higher for reptiles for
both rejection and neuralnet estimates. For both partitions, DI estimates were smaller when
using the neuralnet regression correction. Estimates for ecoregion-restricted taxa (humid, arid)
varied. Arid partitions indicated asynchronous population expansion and posterior distributions
obtained with both rejection and neuralnet algorithms showed high density around low values of
ζ (rejection mode: 0.2). Contrastingly, humid taxa had high posterior densities for ζ (rejection
mode: 0.69, neuralnet mode: 0.74) and suggested the greatest proportional synchronicity of all
data partitions examined (Figure 1.10).
Under the PT model, I obtained comparable results (Table 1.1, Figure 1.9). When
examining all herpetofaunal populations (complete), my approximation of ζ showed nearly half
of all populations had congruent demographic histories. Values for τs and E(τ) were still nonoverlapping under this model, and the dispersion index was high (19 kyr). Values of ζ for both
assemblages were low, but not greater for either group (amphibian ζ: 0.27; reptile ζ: 0.24).
Values for τs and E(τ) were consistent across all datasets as well. DI approximations were lower
for reptiles in comparison to amphibians (amphibian DI: 28 kyr; reptile DI: 2 kyr). For the
humid dataset, parameter estimates were less informative than those obtained via the NCT model
and showed support for greater asynchronicity. Our codemographic inference cross-validation
simulation experiments showed reasonably high model selection and parameter estimation
accuracy (see Figures 1.5–8; Table 1.5).
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Determinants of demographic history
When included as predictors, marker characters were never included in the best models in
isolation or in combination with other variables for expansion probability (Posterior inclusion
probabilities (PIP) = 2.5%, 9.2% for fragment size and sample size, respectively). I thus
concluded that the variability in marker length and sample size were not driving observed
patterns, and performed the final BMA excluding these predictors to reduce model space.
Tajima’s D and R2 (r = 0.76; p = 0.005) and π and H (r = 0.84; p = 0.003) were all significantly
correlated. For this reason, only Tajima’s D, expansion probability and π are reported in the main
text as independent response variables (for results examining H and R2 as response variables, see
Figures 12–13).
Using BMA, I found that taxonomy was the main predictor of genetic diversity (Figure
1.11, Table 1.3). This measure alone had the highest posterior inclusion probability (91%, 86%
for broad ecoregion and 5-ecoregion analyses respectively). Most of the posterior model mass
contained variables that would include classification as a reptile or an amphibian; taxonomy was
the only variable contained in the model with the highest posterior probability (35%) (Figure
1.11, Table 1.3). Depending on the model, taxonomy always had either a positive (Tajima’s D)
or negative (π) coefficient.
The highest posterior predictive model for expansion probability included a combination
of elevation dispersion and habitat use (14% PIP), with less influential models including activity
pattern as well. Both broad ecoregion (humid/arid) and 5-ecoregion predictor regressions
included elevation dispersion as a significant predictor of non-neutral population history,
accounting for 72%–82% of total model mass. While the highest posterior predictive model for
Tajima’s D contained a combination of taxonomy, body size, broad ecoregion classification and
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elevation dispersion (14% PIP, Table 2.2), the next best model excluded elevation dispersion
(20% PIP). Less supported models included some combination of these variables, but mostly
included taxonomy (86% PIP). Body size and taxonomy were negatively correlated among
models predicting population neutrality and expansion probability (Figure 1.11, 1.12–13). While
I found arid-ecoregion distribution was a moderately important predictor of Tajima’s D in the
broad ecoregion predictor set (66% PIP), the dry deciduous forest was more important than in the
5-ecoregion predictor set than the arid spiny bush (48% PIP, Figure 1.13).

DISCUSSION
Demographic expansion across and within ecoregions
Population expansion has been associated with Late Quaternary post glacial periods
globally, when climatic shifts altered habitat distribution in temperate and tropical latitudes
(Richardson et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2014). In Madagascar, several studies have found similar
correlations between recent climate change and genetic diversity, demography, and species’
ranges, but this has never been investigated across whole assemblages (Florio et al., 2012; Florio
& Raxworthy, 2016; Markolf & Kappeler, 2013; Rakotoarisoa et al., 2013; Ratsoavina et al.,
2010; Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1997; Raxworthy, Pearson, Zimkus, et al., 2008; Wilmé et al.,
2006). The individual ecoregions of Madagascar are discrete and sharply juxtaposed, exhibiting
distinct seasonal patterns, biotic compositions, and biogeographic origins (Du Puy & Moat,
1996; Humbert, 1955; Lowry, Schatz, & Phillipson, 1997). Here, I find support that these steep
environmental gradients have uniquely influenced historical demographic dynamics, with
extreme synchronicity in expansion (ζ: 0.69–0.74) across assemblages in the humid rainforest
biome of eastern Madagascar (Gehring et al., 2013; Rodríguez et al., 2015). While synchronicity
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is not found in the other partitions, humid-region taxa are likely the source of the partially
synchronous signal I detect in the complete dataset (ζ: 0.5–0.6), which I recover when examining
these biomes independently. Given the high DI estimated for the humid subset, it is likely that a
few outlier taxa, such as Heterixalus betsileo and Mantella baroni, expanded earlier than the
estimated coexpansion pulse, while most taxa in this region shared a single coexpansion event
around the onset of the Last Glacial Period, about 100 kya.
During this time palynological evidence shows montane humid forests were more
widespread, with greater connectivity at lower elevations and cool, dry conditions found
throughout the interior (Burney et al., 2004; Gasse & Van Campo, 1998; Goodman &
Rakotozafy, 1997; Matsumoto & Burney, 1994). These major vegetation shifts could have
produced departures from genetic equilibrium as populations expanded from refugia to occupy
suitable habitat (Davies, Purvis, & Gittleman, 2009; Hewitt, 2004). Our regression analyses
showed the coefficient associated with broad ecoregion distribution was significantly negative,
and this predictor was included in a large proportion of models for Tajima’s D (PIP: 0.662),
reinforcing our finding that populations restricted to the eastern humid ecoregions of Madagascar
experienced greater departures from equilibrium. During the Late Quaternary, interglacial
periods resulted in reduced forest cover across the island, and these humid regions in the east
likely acted as refugial zones for forest-adapted taxa and also provided corridors between
suitable regions, ultimately facilitating expansion into novel habitat (Rakotoarinivo et al., 2013;
Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1995; Vences et al., 2009; Weyeneth, Goodman, & Ruedi, 2011).
Vegetative turnover and connections between suitable habitats may have provided opportunities
for species to shift and expand during interglacial periods, which may explain the exceptional
endemism and elevated herpetofaunal species richness found in this eastern rainforest zone
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relative to elsewhere on Madagascar (Brown et al., 2016; Burney, 1996; Vences et al., 2009;
Wilmé et al., 2006). Studies have shown that overall herpetological species richness is lower in
the western arid ecoregion of Madagascar in comparison to the eastern humid forests (Andreone
et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2016). The lack of concerted responses across communities in the arid
western region indicates that species did not respond uniformly to a single event. This agrees
with previous evidence that the western arid and semiarid regions did not undergo drastic
vegetative changes throughout the Late Quaternary, but rather remained relatively stable since
the Oligocene (Burney, 1987).

Role of intrinsic traits in community-wide response
Although extrinsic factors were important drivers of expansion, as seen in the humid
partition results, intrinsic biotic traits also played an important role in driving individualistic
responses among Madagascar’s many microendemic specialists. This exploration has been
suggested as a paradigm shift in comparative phylogeographic studies (Papadopoulou &
Knowles, 2016), yet the concept of integrating traits into models of population demography and
community assembvly has been found in evolutionary literature for several decades (e.g.,
Ricklefs & Travis 1980). I found that elevational disparity––a proxy for the ability to occupy a
large range of environmental (and therefore climatic) conditions––was an important predictor of
expansion probability (PIP: 0.724), and the coefficient associated with this predictor was
significantly negative (CI: -0.406 to -0.052). This indicates that species occupying larger
elevational ranges are less likely to expand, while species occupying narrow elevational ranges
had a higher probability of expansion. This trend was also recovered for models predicting
Tajima’s D, with elevational disparity as a moderately important predictor (PIP: 0.422),
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however, this coefficient estimate minimally overlaps with zero and is not significantly negative.
These trends suggest that population sizes of taxa occupying large climatic ranges are buffered
against environmental fluctuations in a way that species with narrow climatic niches are not, as
has been seen in Malagasy bats (Weyeneth et al., 2011). Strong dispersers with generalist traits
are expected to fill ranges and maintain stable effective population sizes during periods of
significant climate change (Gaston, 2009). These species should tolerate a wide range of
environmental conditions and therefore should display reduced signal of climate and habitat
induced demographic fluctuation (Davis, 2008). Alternatively, species with limited dispersal
capabilities, specialized traits and restricted ranges, such as those with distributions spanning
limited elevational zones, are particularly sensitive to rapid climate change (Raxworthy, Pearson,
Rabibisoa, et al., 2008), and may undergo rapid boom and bust population dynamics (Sandel et
al., 2011).
Inclusion in reptilia verus amphibia was included in a large proportion of models for
Tajima’s D (PIP: 0.862) and nucleotide diversity (PIP: 0.911), in agreement with current theory
which shows that more closely related species tend to have similar physiologies and life histories
(Kozma, Melsted, Magnússon, & Höglund, 2016). Here, several key differences between reptiles
and amphibians, especially those related to dispersal capabilities aenvironnmental tolerances
likely explain the importance of this distinction in our BMA. The coefficients associated with
these variables were significantly positive for Tajima’s D, and significantly negative for π,
suggesting more demographic stability but reduced genetic diversity for reptile populations. This
result is in line with theory, as amphibians tend to be more explosive breeders, and this life
history trait is associated with larger effective population size, and thereby increased genetic
diversity (Romiguier et al., 2014). For herpetofaunal communities, although amphibians had a
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higher probability of expansion and higher genetic diversity than reptile lineages, both
amphibian and reptile partitions had comparably low proportional synchronicity (0.34 and 0.21,
respectively). This indicates that, while Malagasy amphibian species showed greater propensity
for coexpansion, numerous differences in life history traits and biogeographic histories among
them have reduced synchronicity in their response to past environmental conditions. Our results
additionally show that the ability to tolerate a wide range of environmental conditions can
promote population stability under fluctuating climatic conditions, regardless of levels of
standing genetic variation.

Drivers of idiosyncratic responses
I show that demographic expansion coinciding with changes in temperature and
precipitation during the Late Quaternary is not ubiquitous across all herpetofaunal assemblages
in Madagascar, although 53% of all populations do reveal a signature of population expansion.
Across all expanding populations, I find that total temporal synchronicity is always strongly
rejected regardless of the model implemented or taxonomic group studied (Figures 1.1, 1.4).
Importantly, while inappropriate priors can result in false signal of synchronicity in ABC
analyses, I show my data has substantial power to detect asynchronous divergence under
informed divergence time priors (Hickerson et al., 2014; Oaks et al., 2014). In agreement with
my results, several studies have shown that glacial cycles across Madagascar’s ecoregions were
not ubiquitous, and island-wide patterns are at least partially influenced by species-specific
responses even in shared environments (Burney, 1987, 1996; Burney et al., 2004; Crowley et al.,
2017; Gasse & Van Campo, 1998; Goodman & Jungers, 2014).
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Historical population trajectories were less uniform across Malagasy assemblages than
for those from homogenous landscapes with comparable climatic histories (Burbrink et al., 2016;
Delrieu-Trottin et al., 2017; Gehara et al., 2017; Mastretta-Yanes et al., 2018). Yet, in other
systems spanning comparably diverse habitats, agreement in demographic signal across
communities was still more consistent than for Madagascar (Potter et al., 2018; B. N. Reid,
Mladenoff, & Peery, 2017; Weyeneth et al., 2011). Several alternative explanations may account
for this outcome. No single hypothesis can entirely explain the diversity of higher taxonomic
groups in Madagascar (Brown et al., 2014) and lack of temporal concordance without trait-based
assessment does not entirely reject shared history (Papadopoulou & Knowles, 2016). Differences
in species’ physiological tolerances and ecological thresholds can cause temporal incongruence
in response to the same historical event (Bai et al., 2018; Burbrink et al., 2016; Potter et al.,
2018), or cause entirely different responses (e.g. expansion or bottleneck) to the same event.
Thus, while species’ responses could still be influenced by climate instability during the Last
Glacial Period, individualistic life history traits can attenuate this response (Bai et al., 2018;
Ruane, Torres-Carvajal, & Burbrink, 2015). Additionally, changes in vegetation across the island
are unique within different ecoregions (Burney et al., 2004; Matsumoto & Burney, 1994), further
altering population dynamics as species respond to entirely different ecological events. Although
these are possible explanations for non-uniform responses, species may have also been
responding to alternate events occurring at this time that were not accounted for in our analyses,
or they may have had no respose to the event. These stochastic differences in biogeographic and
assemblage histories can contribute to asynchronicity as well.

Future directions
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Intraspecific genetic diversities from community-scale mitochondrial
metabarcoding studies are available for many groups of organisms (Elbrecht, Vamos, Steinke, &
Leese, 2018), offering a powerful tool for assessing community-wide past population dynamics
using new inference tools (Overcast, Emerson, & Hickerson, 2019; Overcast et al., 2020).
However, I note that mtDNA sequences represent one sampled genealogy which may only
partially reflect the “true” history of a population (but see Bowen et al., 2014). The inclusion of
nuclear genomic DNA could reveal alternate demographic histories, such as older expansion
events, that mitochondrial data will not recover (Zhang & Hewitt, 2003). Codemographic
inference using multiple markers with known mutation rate variation can bias the estimated
timing of synchronous events (Nabholz, Glémin, & Galtier, 2009). Although I addressed this
potential bias by sampling mutation rates with mean and standard deviation informed by
previous literature, multi-locus or sub-genomic nuclear sampling would lend greater power to the
inference. This work provides testable hypotheses for estimating the sensitivity of target
populations to future climate and land use change. In the future, this framework should be
implemented with increased sampling for understudied arid regions, genome-wide data (see
Chapter 2), and more detailed life history traits to provide further insight into the historical and
demographic processes responsible for the observed distribution of genetic variation and species
diversity (e.g., Rakotoarisoa et al., 2013). Hindcast niche models for populations with extensive
occurrence data should improve a priori predictions of historical range and assemblage response
in areas like Madagascar where understanding of Quaternary climatic history is incomplete. As
more genome-wide sampling from vertebrate assemblages becomes available, I will be able to
detect synchronicity in population response across multiple population pulses during historical
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glacial cycling events, regardless of the trajectory, providing further insight to how populations
not only respond, but recover and persist through unstable conditions.

Conclusions and implications for Madagascar
In summary, I show population expansions represent more than half of the demographic
histories of Malagasy herpetofauna, with complex patterns of temporal congruence among
expanding populations. Because expansions cannot be linked to a single instance of
environmental change, it is likely that groups of species were either affected differently by
unique events within microhabitats or responded at different temporal scales due to variability in
life history traits. Additionally, ecological interactions within communities are complex, but I see
here that such biotic factors are influential to the direction and timing of species-level responses.
I also show that historical connectivity across expansive humid forests has been an important
factor in shaping present day diversity and endemism on Madagascar, with species from this
biome, especially amphibians, responding strongly to environmental fluctuations. The extensive
forests that allowed the island’s exceptional biodiversity to survive past climate changes are
largely gone. Madagascar has lost almost 50% of its natural forest cover over the last six decades
alone, resulting in highly fragmented habitat that will provide little buffer for large-scale species
range shifts (Vieilledent et al., 2018b). The impacts of current and future climate change may
follow very different trajectories in comparison to past events, with extensive implications for
biodiversity. This work provides testable hypotheses for predicting ecoregion-wide responses to
climatic and vegetative change, which can be modified to estimate the sensitivity of entire
assemblages to future climate change and capture full ecosystem turnover from an assemblagewide perspective.
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CHAPTER ONE TABLES
Table 1.1. Mode and credible intervals of posterior distributions of parameters estimated under each of
the four models using the rejection (left columns) and neuralnet ABC algorithms. Between parentheses is
the 2.5–97.5% HDP. Values of Ts, E(t) and DI are shown in Kyr. Hyper summary statistics approximated
using all populations, amphibian-only populations, and reptile-only populations. Values provided are the
mode, with the 95% credible interval indicated in brackets. For each dataset partition, only results from
the NCT model are displayed. ζ is the degree of proportional synchronicity, τ s is the coexpansion time,
E(τ) is the average expansion time, and DI is the dispersion index in expansion times (var E(τ)/ E(τ)). For
each ABC algorithm, Pearson’s correlation between pseudo-observed data and estimated parameters are
displayed in italics to compare the performance of the NCT model and the rejection and neuralnet
algorithms for parameter estimation.
rejection
mode
zeta
Complete
Amphibians
Reptiles
Humid
Arid

neuralnet
CI

R2

mode

CI

R2

0.50
0.34
0.21
0.69
0.20

(0.06–0.91)
(0.05–0.83)
(0.08–0.89)
(0.23–1.00)
(0.20–0.80)

0.61
0.62
0.25
0.48
0.22

0.60
0.52
0.20
0.74
0.21

(0.51–0.68)
(0.18–0.81)
(0.02–0.42)
(0.27–0.92)
(0.02–0.64)

0.56
0.62
0.37
0.47
0.18

Complete
Amphibians
Reptiles
Humid
Arid

107
78
156
79
146

(46–186)
(201–185)
(17–194)
(36–166)
(14–198)

0.45
0.40
0.44
0.37
0.17

121
99
127
106
120

(107–133)
(34–177)
(23–175)
(58–177)
(190–186)

0.57
0.47
0.37
0.44
0.32

E(τ)
Complete
Amphibians
Reptiles
Humid
Arid

168
187
211
155
214

(143–238)
(139–235)
(152–279)
(89–210)
(154–371)

0.74
0.81
0.60
0.75
0.47

182
166
251
151
283

(168–195)
(134–228)
(205–319)
(112–220)
(232–372)

0.81
0.83
0.63
0.75
0.52

86
101
765
791
95

(15–127)
(18–139)
(11–144)
(10–176)
(28–204)

0.59
0.58
0.32
0.39
0.16

61
85
92
60
83

(54–67)
(41–123)
(45–139)
(10–120)
(27–175)

0.65
0.58
0.41
0.45
0.28

τs

DI
Complete
Amphibians
Reptiles
Humid
Arid
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Table 1.2. Results of BMA using the humid and arid ecoregion classification as predictor variables (left,
“Bayesian model averaging 1”) and the 5-ecoregion classification as predictor variables (right, “Bayesian
model averaging 2”) of the neutrality response variables ‘expansion probability’ and ‘Tajima’s D”. The
posterior inclusion probability (PIP) indicates the sum of all posterior model probabilities that contain the
associated variable, the posterior mean (Post. Mean) indicates coefficients averaged over all models.
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Table 1.3. Results of BMA using the humid and arid ecoregion classification as predictor variables (left,
“Bayesian model averaging 1”) and the 5-ecoregion classification as predictor variables (right, “Bayesian
model averaging 2”) of the diversity response variable ‘pi’. The posterior inclusion probability (PIP)
indicates the sum of all posterior model probabilities that contain the associated variable, the posterior
mean (Post. Mean) indicates coefficients averaged over all models (including models which did not
include the coefficient), and the posterior standard deviations (Post. SD) can be used to infer the sign of
the coefficient summed over all models.
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Table 1.4. List of model parameters and descriptions for coexpansion simulation and ABC rejection
sampling.

Table 1.5. Results of the ABC model selection (using the neuralnet algorithm) to evaluate which of the
three simulated models of the proportion of synchronous population size changes (minimum ζ, middle ζ,
and maximum ζ) better fit the pseudoreplicated data. Posterior model probabilities for each respective
model are listed for each partition, and the best model is indicated in bold. The accuracy of the model
selection is indicated as the percentage of times the correct model was selected.

Partition

posterior model probabilities
max
middle
min

Complete
Amphibian
Reptile
Humid
Arid

0.00
0.02
0.01
0.21
0.00

0.89
0.90
0.10
0.69
0.34

0.11
0.07
0.89
0.11
0.66

accuracy
80%
78%
66%
68%
53%
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CHAPTER ONE FIGURES

Figure 1.1. An idealized depiction of demographic models and associated values of ζ tested

through hABC (adapted from Chan et al., 2014): (a) synchronous expansion, (b) partially
synchronous expansion and (c) entirely asynchronous expansion.
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Figure 1.2. Workflow schematic from initial data acquisition to partitioned ABC analyses. For all data
filtration steps and partitioning schemes, the total number of species or populations, where applicable, are
listed.
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Figure 1.3a. Major ecoregions of Madagascar with individual localities from expanding populations on
the left (black dots) and from non-expanding populations on the right (white dots).
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Figure 1.3b. Demographic model probabilities (listed on axes) from single population ABC for the most
probable model. Coloration of closed circles indicates the final demographic designation (expanding, nonexpanding) of a given reptile or amphibian population. For probabilities of alternative models, see Table
S1.
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Figure 1.4. Bayesian skyline plots showing changes in effective population size scaled by mutation rate
(Neμ, y-axis; results are log transformed) over time before present (x-axis, in relative units x generation
time). Dotted lines are indicative of median population size trajectories. Reptile populations are
represented on the top (n = 13), and amphibian populations are on the bottom (n = 21).
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Figure 1.5a. Graphical representation of the confusion matrix for the three demographic models (light
teal, minimum ζ = fully asynchronous model, pink, middle ζ = partially synchronous model, dark teal,
maximum ζ = fully synchronous model). Colored proportions of alternative models within each model
indicate how frequently the selected model was incorrect.
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Figure 1.5b. Confusion matrix showing model selection between low, moderate, and high synchronicity
scenarios. for taxonomic partitions (top) and ecoregion partitions (bottom). Model accuracy (%) and
indication of the number of populations per partition is in the upper right corner of each plot.
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Figure 1.6. Results of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with 2 components to make new summary
statistics. Displayed is the 90% envelope of two principal components obtained with each time prior
demographic model (NCT and PT) with the observed data displayed as a crosshair within the 90% envelope.
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Figure 1.7. Simulation validation of the ABC estimator for zeta (ζ), average expansion time (E(τ)),
coexpansion time (τs), and dispersion index of expansion times (DI: Var(τ)/E(τ)) across all dataset
partitions under the NCT model using both the neuralnet and the rejection algorithm. Random Pseudoobserved data (PODs) were independently drawn from simulated datasets and used as training and test
data to compare performance of the rejection and neuralnet ABC algorithms for parameter estimation as
well as the ability of the model to estimate parameters with datasets of diminishing size (complete: 34
populations, amphibian: 30 populations, humid: 13 populations, reptiles: 13 populations, arid: 5
populations)
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Figure 1.8. Posterior densities approximated for hyperparameters ζ (top left) and co-expansion time (top
right), as well as average expansion time (bottom left) and Dispersion Index (bottom right) for complete
codemographic approximation under the NCT expansion time prior using the rejection (grey) and
neuralnet (pink) algorithm.
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Figure 1.9. Posterior densities approximated for hyperparameters zeta (top left) and co-expansion time
(top right), as well as average expansion time (bottom left) and dispersion index (bottom right) for
amphibian only, and reptile only partitions under the NCT expansion time prior. Dotted line: prior, grey:
posterior density (rejection), red: posterior density (neural net).

Figure 1.10. Posterior densities approximated for hyperparameters zeta (top left) and co- expansion time
(top right), as well as average expansion time (bottom left) and dispersion index (bottom right) for
amphibian, reptile, humid and arid only analyses of coexpansion under the NCT expansion time prior.
Dotted line: prior, grey: posterior density (rejection), red: posterior density (neural net).
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Figure 1.11. Relative importance of ecological predictors to demographic response variables of
expansion probability and Tajima’s D, and diversity response variables π. Teal color corresponds to a
positive coefficient, pink to a negative coefficient, and white to non-inclusion. Best models are shown on
the x-axis; the size of each block is scaled by posterior model probabilities (PMPs). Predictors are listed
on the y-axis, ordered by their posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs, sum of all predictor PMPs for all
models that included a covariate).
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Figure 1.12. Relative importance of ecological predictors, including broad humid and arid ecoregion
restrictions, to demographic response variable Ramos-Onsins and Rozas’s R2, and diversity response
variable haplotype diversity (H). Green color corresponds to a positive coefficient, pink to a negative
coefficient, and white to non-inclusion. Best models are shown on the horizontal axis, scaled by posterior
model probabilities. On the y-axis, predictors examined are listed, ordered by their posterior inclusion
probabilities (sum of all PMPs for all models with an included covariate). A total of 7 predictors were
explored, resulting in 128 total model combinations examined.
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Figure 1.13. Relative importance of ecological predictors, including the 5 ecoregions of Madagascar to
demographic response variables Tajima’s D, expansion probability, R2, and diversity response variables
H and π. Blue color corresponds to a positive coefficient, yellow to a negative coefficient, and white to
non-inclusion. Best models are shown on the horizontal axis, scaled by posterior model probabilities. On
the y-axis, predictors examined are listed, ordered by their posterior inclusion probabilities.
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Figure 1.14. Graphic representation of the two hABC expansion time priors and sampling procedure for
models simulated in this study, adopted from Gehara et al. (2017), Figure 3a. For this representation, I
model a 10-population dataset, where seven species are coexpanding and three are asynchronous. Dark
teal bars represent the coexpansion time (τs) prior distribution. Light teal bars represent populationspecific expansion time priors (τn), and the grey transparent box represents the threshold that forces τs
and τn values to be n-years apart. Italicized numbers on the bottom right of each model show posterior
model probabilities for the complete empirical data partition using rejection algorithm.
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CHAPTER TWO

Highly synchronous demographic responses to Pleistocene glacial cycles across widespread
insular snake communities

INTRODUCTION

Expansions and contractions in effective population size can drastically alter standing
genetic variation, and therefore the future capacity of populations to persist and adapt to new or
changing environments (Hermisson & Pennings, 2005, Barrett, & Schluter, 2008). Following a
bottleneck event, theory points to a resulting loss of diversity, heterozygosity and thereby fitness
in the affected population, which can ultimately result in population extinction (Lande &
Shannon, 1996, Campbell-Staton et al., 2012). Despite theoretical expectations (e.g., Nei et al.
1975; Van den Bosch, Metz & Diekmann, 1990), not all natural populations that have recently
undergone a reduction in size show equivalent reductions in genetic diversity (Friar et al 2000,
Hoelzel, et al 2002). For example, many models fail to account for recovery rates due to
immigration from neighboring populations (e.g., Keller et al 2001). Following this trend,
population expansion events can produce variable genetic signatures depending on the strength
and extent of causal variables, such as climate change, biotic interactions, and vegetative shifts.
On one hand, expansion edges can exhibit a dramatic loss in genetic variation over long-distance
migration to new territories (Böhme et al., 2007; Ibrahim, Nichols, & Hewitt, 1996). Alternately,
these events can happen rapidly with no localized adaptation to maintain high genetic variation
when environmental turn-over is dramatic, such as the signature detected for many populations
in response to Pleistocene climate change (Van den Bosch, Metz & Diekmann, 1990; Zennger et
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al., 2003; Fontanella et al., 2008; Gehara et al., 2020). Whether species will colonize and adapt
to novel habibat or become vulnerable to future change following expansion or contraction is
therefore difficult to disentangle when examining single species and ecological conditions
(Barrett & Schluter, 2008; Cox et al., 2018), but patterns can emerge when studying multiple
populations within single species complexes across anentire snake assemblage.
Assemblages of codistributed species that share physiological and ecological traits should
respond similarly to environmental change (Lessa et al 2003). Following this, one prediction of a
historical events that significantly impacts vegetation or environmental conditions can produce
temporally congruent demographic responses across assemblages of codistributed species with
comparable biogeographic histories and dynamics (Chan et al., 2014; Avise, 2000; Bermingham
& Moritz, 1998; Ibrahiml Nichols, & Hewitt, 1996; Storz & Beaumont, 2002). Even when the
aforementioned conditions are met, other historical, environmental or species-specific factors
may lend greater influence to the demographic trajectory of a community throughout periods of
major historical climate change (Burbrink et al. 2015; Gehara et al. 2017). By first characterizing
patterns of shared demographic signal and genetic diversity, I can begin to recreate the history of
how meta-communities originate and adapt to changing environments (Reid et al. 2020).
Differences in ecoregions and geographic features as well as intrinsic species traits can
interact with historical climate change to alter population responses. The need to examine groups
that are phylogenetically underdispersed within ecoregions, have wide distributions and provide
an opportunity for population-level sampling has led to few assemblage-level studies in
Madagascar (Brown et al. 2014; Goodman & Benstead 2003). While many groups have high
species richness ubt extensive microendemism, species that span multiple bioclimatics zones can
provide detailed information as to the important of these ecological boundaries in promoting
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species divergence. Among malagasy vertebrates, snakes represent some of the most successful
species radiations on the island. In particular, the monophyletic gemsnakes (subfamily:
Pseudoxyrhophiinae) represent one of the largest in situ radiation of insular snakes (Nagy et al.,
2003) with many widely distributed species spanning all major ecoregions, landscape features,
and habitats (Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1997). In this study, I leverage assemblage-wide
sampling in this understudied but speciose group to characterize emergent patterns of shared
temporal and demographic change to contemporary diversity and population size on
Madagascar.
Multiple explanations have been put forward to describe the distribution of genetic
diversity in Malgasy vertebrate species (Pearson & Raxworthy, 2009; Vences et al., 2009;
Pabijan et al., 2012; Wollenburg et al., 2008; Dewar & Richard, 2007; Yoder et al., 2005;
Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1997) but they generally fall into three broad categories.The first
invokes biogeographic regional endemism, where communities from the dry and especially
subarid biomes have distinctly different species compositions and diversity patterns from humid
and subhumid biomes (Brown et al., 2014, 2016; Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1996; Crottini et al.,
2012). Studies also point to these extreme topographic heterogeneity and unique landscape
features of Madagascar as responsible for exceptional endemism and diversity. A high
proportion of amphibians and reptiles lineages exhibit peak of local endemism in the
topographically and bioclimatically diverse northern geographic regions (Raxworthy &
Nussbaum, 1995; Brown et al., 2016), but divergence due to shared watersheds of majors rivers
is also a possibility (Wilmé et al., 2006). Finally, historical climate change and associated
vegetative shifts have been suggested as drivers of species range shifts in association with
watersheds and eastern rainforest corridors. In particular, the eastern rainforest has played a
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major role in species persistence through time, especially during fluctuations in precipitation and
temperature throughout the Late Quaternary (see Chapter 1, Gehring et al., 2013; Rodríguez et
al., 2015; Brown et al., 2016; Burney, 1996; Vences et al., 2009). This habitat expanded
drastically around the late Miocene (Buerki et al., 2013; Samonds et al., 2013; Wells, 2003), for
example, lake core data suggest that conditions during glacial maxima caused montane ericoid
thicket habitat to shift at least 1,000 meters below contemporary elevations (Gasse & Van
Campo, 1998, 2001) and occupied a much greater extent than it does today. During such periods,
forest-restricted species may have expanded alongside suitable habitat to lower elevations, later
becoming confined to refugial habitat in the high northwest and eastern coast (Burney et al.,
2004).
This study investigates the demographic history of multiple species of Malagasy snakes
across the island that share both range sizes and life history traits. I use genome-scale data and
coalescent-based approaches to detect demographic trends across these groups. I then investigate
the shared temporal context of assemblage responses to differentiation those associated with
environmental turnover throughout the Pleistocene, or the result of ecological conditions or trait
variation among Malagasy snakes. I hypothesize that major shifts in climate and precipitation
throughout the Pleistocene have left distinct signatures on the demographic history of endemic
snake species distributed in forested and widespread habitat, and these are partially dependent on
the shared physiological and range-size properties of species groups. I predict that species with
large range sizes and high genetic diversity have experienced recent population expansion into
novel habitat, whereas other populations responded more strongly to glacial cycles, experiencing
population bottlenecks, thus experiencing a reduction in genetic diversity and restricted
specializations in fragmented forest habitat.
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METHODS
1. Data Collection
1.1 Sampling Details
A total of 380 tissue samples were obtained throughout the range of 23 snake species
found throughout the island to assess population structure and admixture from dense population
sampling while considering the potential influence of recent admixture. Some of these lineages
represent complexes consisting of multiple species (Burbrink et al. 2019). Tissue samples
(muscle, shed or scale clipping, n = 175) were collected across Madagascar from 2013–2017 and
stored in 100% ethanol or RNase Later to preserve DNA. Geographic coordinates for all samples
were recorded with a handheld GPS device. Additional samples (n = 239) held in collections
were used to complement my recently collected field data (Ambrose Monell Cryo Collection
(AMCC), American Museum of Natural History; University of Michigan Museum of Zoology
(UMMZ); Museum of Vertebrate Zoology (MVZ), Berkeley and the University of Antananarivo,
Madagascar). The number of samples per previously recognized species ranged from 3–42 (x̅ =
18). While sampling efforts were focused on collecting across these species groups, samples
were often collected opportunistically with the goal of broadly sampling each species over the
course of the last 30 years (Figure 2.4). Most snakes in this study have large geographic ranges
distributed throughout forested and developed areas, while others are restricted to more
specialized habitat. Dromicodryas bernieri, Dromicodryas quadrilineatus, Leioheterodon
madagascariensis, Liopholidophis sexlineatus, Madagascarophis colubrinus, Madagascarophis
meridionalis, Mimophis mahfalensis, Mimophis occultus, Pseudoxyrhopus microps,
Thamnosophis epistibes, and Thamnosophis lateralis are generalist taxa, capable of inhabiting
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forest edges, woodlands and savannah, as well as artificial and degraded habitat. Other species
Compsophis infralineatus, Compsophis laphystius, Leioheterodon modestus, Liophidium
torquatum, Pseudoxyrhopus heterurus, Pseudoxyrhopus tritaeniatus, Thamnosophis
infrasignatus, Thamnosophis stumpfii are considered forest-restricted, and have not been
formally reported reported in compromised habitats (IUCN, 2020). Many of these previously
described species have limited ecological data and have been shown to harbor cryptic diversity
(Burbrink et al. 2019), therefore I primarily used genetically sampled localities for ecological
classification rather than assuming genetically divergent populations within species groups share
previously described species’ attributes.

1.2 SNP assembly and filtering
Genomic DNA was extracted using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following
the manufacturer's instructions. Anchored hybrid enrichment phylogenomic data has been
previously generated for many samples included in this study, confirming many of the
population and species level breaks I identify herein (full details can be found in Burbrink et al.,
2019, Supporting Information Table S1). For samples not amplified for anchored loci, I
examined a partial fragment of the mitochondrial COI locus from Burbrink et al. (2019) to verify
sample identity and phylogenetic affinity of cryptic lineages. Double-stranded DNA was
quantified prior to Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) library preparation using a Qubit
fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA USA).
Samples were sent out for genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS; Elshire et al., 2011) at the
Cornell Institute of Genomic Diversity. Genomic DNA was digested with the enzyme PstI
(recognition sequence: C^TGCAG) and sample specific barcoded adapters as well as a common
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adapter were ligated to the sticky end of the fragments. Samples were purified, pooled for a size
selection PCR, and then purified a second time. Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq
2000 at the Cornell Core Lab Center.
I processed paired-end Illumina reads using the bioinformatics pipeline ipyrad (v0.5.13,
Eaton & Overcast, 2020). Sequences were demultiplexed using their unique barcode sequences.
For de novo assembly of paired-end GBS loci, bases with a PhredQ score less than 30 were
converted to ‘Ns’ and reads with 15 or more uncalled bases were discarded. GBS approaches use
common adapters and sequence short fragments from both ends, therefore I identified and
trimmed adapter sequences using stringent parameter settings. Reads were searched for the
common Illumina adapter, the reverse complement of the second cut site (if present), and the
barcode itself (if present), then trimmed reads <35 bp in length were discarded. For basecalling, I
allowed for a maximum number of 5 uncalled and 8 heterozygous bases in consensus sequences.
For homologous sequence clustering, the threshold was set to 0.85 to account for the presence of
Ns, indels, sequencing errors, or polymorphisms. I allowed for a maximum number of 20 SNPs
per locus, but also generated assemblies with only one SNP per locus for downstream analyses
that are sensitive to bias due to redundant signal from linked SNPs. I generated these two
alternate datasets pertaining to the minimum number of samples that must have data at a given
locus for it to be retained in the final data set. The first had a minimum of 4, resulting in more
loci that were more sparsely sampled (more missing data) to examine patterns of missingness.
For the second assembly, I set this minimum to 0.75x (x = total number of samples in each
species group assembly) to generate a matrix with fewer loci, but less missing data. When
clustering consensus sequences across all samples, each species complex was branched from the
original dataset and independently analyzed. The program fastqc was run for sequence quality
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control. Due to considerable adapter contamination, the adapter filter was set to 2, to perform
more stringent filtering, such that reads were searched for the common Illumina adapter, plus the
reverse complement of the second cut site (if present), plus the barcode (if present), and this part
of the read was trimmed. This filter was applied using code from the software cutadapt, which
allows for errors within the adapter sequence (Martin 2011).
Raw SNP files were filtered using vcftools (v0.1.13; Danecek et al., 2011) to test
different filtering schemes to maximize the number of loci retained while maintaining the
patterns of differentiation between populations found by more conservative filtering approaches
(min depth = 10; removing sites with >15% of missing data across all individuals). I compared
results for different values of the missing data threshold and found that 20%–60% yielded similar
trends; therefore, I used the 20% value that retained more SNPs (Huang & Knowles, 2014). I did
a preliminary assessment of population structure and admixture using sNMF (Frichot et al.,
2014, see 1.3 below), and identified individuals that showed significant correlation with
estimates of spurious population admixture and coverage per locus that also had less than 30% of
total locus coverage, and reran step 7 of ipyrad to generate new assemblies with these individuals
removed (n = 94).

1.3 Population structure and admixture
For the purpose of obtaining an unbiased assignment of individuals to population units, I
used two different approaches to estimate the number of unique population clusters (K), the first
based on sparse nonnegative matrix factorization and the second based on principal components
analysis transformation of allelic variant data to identify clusters using discriminant analysis.
Both approaches were model-free, and remain valid when the assumptions of likelihood
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approaches are not met, while remaining less computationally intensive than model-based
approaches (Frichot et al., 2014). In both cases, I used only one randomly selected SNP per locus
to meet the assumptions of neutrally evolving, unlinked markers (Pritchard et al., 2000; Frichot
& François, 2015).
The first approach, sNMF, was implemented in the R package “LEA” (Frichot &
François, 2015). Here, a probabilistic clustering algorithm that is less sensitive to biases caused
by inbreeding signal than traditional population structure estimation methods (Pritchard et al.
2000, Frichot et al., 2014). The cross-entropy criterion was used to determine the optimal K
value across 10 independent runs using a fraction of masked genotypes and cross-validation
(Alexander et al., 2011, Frichot et al., 2014). I then used discriminant analysis of principal
components (DAPC; Jombart et al., 2010) as implemented in the R package “adegenet”
(Jombart, 2008), using K-means clustering to identify the optimal number of clusters from K =
1–10, and estimating individual admixture coefficients using n/3 principal components. I then
calculated Bayesian information criterion scores for each value of K to identify the best-fit
number of clusters. I examined results from both methods, and when instances of disagreement
arose between assignment of individuals, I incorporated uncertainty due to sequence coverage
and previous information on geographic location and species distributions to make final
consensus assignment.
After identifying discrete populations within each species group, I assessed genetic
differentiation and deviation from neutrality among populations to help characterize historical
demographic trajectories. First, I split vcf files for each species group to individual populations
using ipyrad. I documented the extent of genomic diversity within and among populations by
estimating the nucleotide diversity (π), deviations from population neutrality using Tajima’s D
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(Tajima, 1989), and population differentiation by calculating Fst among all populations within
the same species group using vcftools (v0.1.13; Danecek et al., 2011). Pairwise Fst between sites
was estimated following the method of Weir and Cockerham (1984), which places more weight
on sites that have greater between-population variance which I compared to unweighted
estimates of Fst to check for sampling-induced bias. Nucleotide diversity was estimated within
each population on a per-site basis using the –sitepi option in vcftools (Danecek et al., 2011)
which I then averaged per population.

2. Detection of individual demographic histories
I investigated the demographic history of each snake population via two alternative sitefrequency spectrum (SFS) based analyses: StairwayPlot2 (Liu & Fu, 2015; Liu, 2020) and
momi2 (Kamm et al., 2020). The stairway plot estimates demographic trajectories through time,
while momi2 allows simulation and approximation of instantaneous population size change
events at discrete time periods, and allows for model selection among alternate population
trajectories using a likelihood based approach. Each method handles missing data differently,
therefore I generated different SFS summaries for each.
While an exact genome-wide mutation rate is not available for the majority of Malagasy
herpetofauna, I accounted for rate variation across species by drawing from a normal distribution
with a mean of 1.25 × 10-8 per site per generation, and a wide standard deviation of 1.5 × 10-9.
This mean was based on the genome-wide mutation rate was estimated using percentage
sequence divergence between two genomes along with molecular fossil calibrations for elapid
snakes (Ludington & Sanders 2020). Elapidae is sister to Lamprophiidae (divergence time = 31
Ma), which includes both gemsnakes (Pseudoxyrhophiinae) and the only non-gemsnake in my
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study, Mimophis. For comparison, the generalized squamate mutation rate of 2.4 × 10-9 per year
per site estimated from 4-fold degenerate sites between anole and python (Green et al., 2014) has
been assumed in various studies, and relatively similar mutation rates have been estimated across
other squamate lineages (Castoe et al., 2013, Green et al., 2014). A similar mean genome-wide
mutation rate has been applied to other RAD-seq studies using colubrid snakes (Myers et al.,
2020, Burbrink et al., 2019), and the standard deviation of the prior distribution encompasses the
full range of rates estimated from analyses of over 60 squamate genomes (Pasquesi et al., 2018).
Generation time can be difficult to obtain for many terrestrial vertebrates, and may differ
across time and geographical regions (Bromham, 2002; Urban, Richardson, & Freidenfelds,
2014). In the Malagasy cat-eyed snake (Madagascarophis colubrinus), and the giant hognose
snake (Leioheterodon madagascariensis) breeding experiments have found an average
generation time of 2–4 years, which implies that this value could be shorter in some populations,
especially those from more southern regions with higher temperatures leading to faster growth
and earlier reproductive age (Neil Ford, pers. comm.). Given this, I used 3 years/generation toset
generation time for scaling mutation rate.

2.1. Population size change through time
I used the stairway plot, a model-flexible method that infers the piecewise-constant
demography to maximize the composite likelihood of the SFS to estimate population size change
over time in the absence of prior demographic information (Liu & Fu, 2020). Optimization for
this method is based on the estimation of theta (θ) scaled by a time-dependent population
mutation rate (μ). The SFS cannot be calculated in the presence of missing data, so it is common
practice to down-project SNP data to the number of samples that maximizes the number of
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segregating sites in the dataset, rather than use all samples with fewer segregating sites. SFS for
the stairway plot analyses were constructed using easySFS (github.com/isaacovercast/easySFS),
which implements a hypergeometric down-projection procedure to maximize the number of
segregating sites within each species. Because several populations had a reduced sample size
(e.g., Liophidium cf. torquatum), the best strategy for selecting a down-projection scheme varied
for each population. To determine the optimal number of samples to retain for each population, I
used the '--preview' method to examine all possible sets of sample reduction and number of
segregating sites at that associated sampling level. I then conducted a preliminary round of
stairway plot analyses and identified that the absolute minimum number of haploid samples to be
used for estimating an effective population size trajectory that still retained information about the
true population history in populations with greater than n = 14 haploid samples was 6–8. Under
increasingly reduced sampling regimes below this value, population histories became more
discordant and overall signal was lost. Therefore, populations with less than 10 haploid samples
were represented by a sample number that maximized the number of samples retained while
minimizing loss of segregating sites, such that no population was represented by fewer than 6
haploid samples.
After determining the optimal sampling scheme for each population, I generated the 1D
folded SFS for each population. Because stairway plot 2 considers total sequence length when
estimating effective population size, I retained all SNPs per locus. I generated blueprint files for
each population under default settings, with the exception of mutation rate (1.25 × 10 per site
-8

per generation), generation time (set to 3 years), and the number of haploid samples and bins of
the SFS excluding monomorphic sites, which were extracted from the ipyrad assembly outputs. I
generated 200 bootstrap sub-samplings of each population SFS in order to estimate median
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population size histories through time and 95% confidence intervals using the stairway plot
algorithm under default parameters suggested in Liu and Fu (2020).

2.2. Model selection and paramtere estimation
Coalescent-based inference requires fewer sampled individuals than traditional
multilocus data, and instead is most influenced by the number of SNPs in the dataset, with
around 20,000 SNPs required for accurate detection of population trends at least 20 generations
after historical decline or augmentation begins (Nunziata & Weisrock, 2018). For momi2, the use
of linked SNPs should not bias parameter estimation, therefore for this portion of my study used
all SNPs present in a locus. The inclusion of loci with missing data has been shown to bias site
frequency spectrum (SFS) calculations and result in inaccurate parameter estimates (Excoffier et
al., 2013). I used only variable sites to calculate the SFS, and pruned all datasets to include less
than 20% missing data across all individuals and all loci (mean = 14.1% missing, stdev =
25.6%).

3. Testing for synchronous demographic events
I examined synchronicity in the timing of population size change events for two patterns:
populations that were responding in the same way, possibly to the same event, by co-expanding
or jointly contracting. To do this, I used phylogeographic temporal analysis (PTA; available
through: github.com/isaacovercast/PTA), which estimates the concordance of demographic
histories at the scale of the whole community and uses the msprime coalescent-simulator
(Kelleher & Lohse, 2020) to simulate genome-wide data and calculate the SFS under specific
demographic scenarios using a hierarchical machine learning approach for model selection and
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demographic parameter estimation. PTA uses the multiple frequency spectra (multiSFS), which
allowed us to combine across all population datasets for both codemographic patterns
(expansion: 21, bottleneck: 12) in a single analyses addressing my two hypotheses regarding the
timing and synchronicity of assemblage-wide responses (Chan et al., 2014; Xue & Hikerson
2017; Gehara et al., 2020).

3.1. Data summarization and simulation
To summarize the observed data, I first used easySFS
(github.com/isaacovercast/easySFS) preview mode to identify the best downsampling scheme to
maximize the number of segregating sites while also accounting for missing data. I then
downprojected all SFS to the number of bins found in the population with the smallest sample
size. To generate the multiSFS, which summarizes the frequency of shared allele variants across
populations, each SFS must have the same number of bins across all coestimated species.
Alternatively, the smallest populations samples informing the downprojection can be removed
from the aggregate dataset to increase granularity of the data. Other studies have shown adding
additional samples does not significantly change the shape of the SFS or the demographic
trajectory of the population, but reducing the number of independent populations considered
does have an impact on power to estimate codemographic events (Overcast et al., 2017). For this
reason, I retained all populations and calculated the SFS at the projection level of 6 haploid
samples per population. I restricted each analysis to the populations with similar demographic
profiles (Figure 2.7) and calculated the expanding and bottleneck multiSFS using both
proportional and count data (Gutenkunst et al., 2009; Xue & Hickerson 2015).
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3.2. Prior selection and model construction
To construct my expanding and bottleneck models, I used the same prior distributions for
generation time and mutation rate as described in the single population inference, but changed a
subset of these priors for the concerted demographic analyses (see Table 2.3). I set wide
confidence intervals around my demographic estimates that encompass known dates from the
literature for population dynamics linked to climate change in Madagascar (Gehring et al. 2013;
Markolf & Kappeler, 2013; Rakotoarivelo et al., 2019; Samonds et al., 2019). The timing of the
demographic event (τs) was either sampled from a narrow (1 × 105–5 × 105) or wide (1 × 105–
1.48 × 106) uniform interval. Expansion times were defined in years. Current population sizes
were defined as proportions of ancestral sizes. I drew these size change magnitudes from a
uniform prior of 0.5–0.05 for bottleneck populations, and 2–20 for expanding populations.
Current effective population sizes (Ne) were defined in number of individuals, and wide uniform
intervals were weakly informed to encompass single population Ne estimates (1 × 104–1 × 105).
For each population, I employed a simple model of instantaneous size change with two
values of Ne (contemporary and ancestral) extracted from independent prior distributions. I
defined the same priors for both population size parameters to avoid weighing expansions or
contractions a priori. I extracted the proportional number of populations (ζ) with synchronous
changes in effective population size from a uniform prior distribution bound between 0 and 1. I
then extracted the time of synchronous change (τs) and attributed this to the ζ for the randomly
chosen populations. When ζ < 1.0, the remaining n times were independently extracted from the
same prior used for τs. I then calculated τe, the average over the n times of change, the
magnitude of the population size change (ε) and the dispersion index (ω) computed as the ratio
between the variance of these times and mean τ (Chan et al., 2014). For the simulations, I set the
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length of each genomic region to 150 basepairs to best represent GBS loci, and the number of
regions to simulate at either 1,000 for the proportional SFS or equivalent to the number of loci in
the observed population for the count SFS. I generated 50,000 simulations per model per SFS
summary.

3.3 Cross validation
I performed leave-one-out cross-validation to evaluate the accuracy of parameter
estimates using a subset of 1,000 randomly selected simulations parameterized by the real data
for 100 replicates. I also examined different parameterization and data summarization strategies
for both co-contraction and co-expansion models to maximize computational efficiency and
accuracy in downstream assemblage-wide analyses: (1) τs prior: I used both a narrow τ prior
bound by the range of estimated expansion and bottleneck events recovered in stairway plot and
momi2 analyses as well as a wide τ prior allowing for events to be a an order of magnitude older
than these previously estimated ranges to reduce issues of boundary conditions (2) SFS
summarization: I calculated the SFS both as absolute count data and as proportions, sampling
one SNP per locus to avoid problems with linkage disequilibrium, and to control for variance in
locus length. When fitting to real data, the number of SNPs used to generate the SFS must be
identical to the observed data, which can be computationally expensive for >10,000 loci across
many populations. Using a proportional approach, the shape of the SFS is identical to the SFS
from the observed data, but generated using far fewer loci (e.g., 1,000) to maximize the number
of simulations performed without compromising the information retained by the simulated SFS.
(3) summary statistics: previously, one study suggested that sorted summary statistics can
produce biased estimates towards a greater degree of synchronicity (Oaks, 2014), but Overcast,
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Bagley & Hickerson (2017) found that sorted summary statistics provide much more reliable codivergence estimates and are not subject to this bias when many populations are included in the
codemographic inference. Because I employed a machine learning approach to estimate
synchronous expansion and contraction, many more simulations were required to use unsorted
summary statistics, which is overall less computationally efficient, but does retain signal of
lineage identity. I assumed that all lineages were exchangeable and used sorted summary
statistics (from largest to smallest), allowing us to generate a much smaller set of simulations,
but lost identifiability of which populations were involved in the co-expansion process. I
examined the use of both sorted and unsorted summary statistics to summarize my data to ensure
that my ability to estimate demographic hyper-parameters was not compromised by these more
computationally efficient solutions. I quantified error by calculating r as a function of the true
2

parameter value. Scores were assigned to input features from the forests of trees to evaluate the
importance of features in predicting the target parameters.

3.4 Codemogreaphic parameter estimation
I used a machine learning regression algorithm, random forests (RF), to estimate
simulated and observed model parameters (Breiman, 2001). Briefly, RF is an ensemble approach
that I used to construct a decision tree from simulated data by randomly sampling n populations
with replacement to generate training subsets. At each node of the tree, random parameter
predictor variables were selected to split the data, with the best predictors identified for splitting
at each node. Once this model was trained to learn mapping between parameter estimates and
simulated SFS parameters, I ran observed data through the trained decision tree, and obtained
prediction intervals for parameters of interest from the voting majority of all terminal nodes.
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First, I used a grid search process to identify which RF hyper-parameters produced the
best model. Using the parameters identified to be most optimal, I created a RF inference
regressor to predict the parameters of interest from the observed data. For the optimal
performance model, I used all default parameters with the exception of the following: the
minimum number of samples required to split an internal node was 5, and the minimum number
of samples required to be at a leaf node was 4. The number of trees in the forest was 1,400, the
number of features considered for splitting at each leaf node was equal to the square root of the n
features selected, and the maximum number of levels in the tree was set to 70. Bootstrapped
samples were used to build the final summary trees.

4. Statistical analyses of genetic diversity
4.1. Ecological classification
Physiological and life history traits (i.e., reproductive mode, body size, sexual
dimorphism) have important consequences for population evolution and behavior, such as
feeding and reproductive ecology, dispersal patterns, and climatic niche (Krause et al., 2003;
Shine, 1993, Vincent et al., 2004). For snakes, these aspects of life history have been best studied
in temperate species of North America, Europe, and Australia but have been documented in
detail for relatively few tropical snakes. For many species of gemsnake, ecological attributes and
life histories are still relatively unknown or rely on data from few museum specimens and field
obbservations (Glaw & Vences 2007).
Populations were classified in accordance to ecological properties in the following
categories (see Table 2.4): (1) center of endemism: Brown et al. (2014) identified 4 major zones
of endemism that reflect spatial community turnover for reptiles based on in depth sampling of
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empirical distributions and climatic data. These zones broadly reflect major biogeographic
boundaries, but are refined to reflect environmental data that pertains to reptile physiology and
preference in comparison to previous ecoregion classifications based on vegetation classification
(Yoder & Nowak, 2007, Goodman & Benstead, 2003) or broader taxonomic groups (Raxworthy
& Nussbaum, 1996). I classify populations confined to a single zone of endemism as having a
restricted range, and those spanning multiple zones as having a broad distribution, (2)
ecoregion: In chapter 1, I find agreement with previous studies that suggest that demographic
and diversification processes in Madagascar occur within distinct ecoregions (e.g., Wilme et al.,
2006; Wilme & Callmander, 2006; Boumans et al., 2007; Everson et al., 2020). To determine if
this pattern is recovered within Malagasy snake assemblages, I first classified populations as
having distributions in distribution in one of Madagascar’s five major vegetative and ecological
biomes (Yoder & Nowak, 2007), then further simplified these ecoregions to represent the
broadest ecological and biogeographic divide on the island: humid (central highlands, evergreen
rainforest, Sambirano rainforest) and arid (dry deciduous forest, arid spiny bush), (3) elevation
range: across the eastern length of Madagascar there is a steep elevational gradient from the sea
towards the west (inland). Although some species in Madagascar have restrictive geographic
ranges, within these ranges many occupy steep or broad elevational ranges that are not always
reflected in ecoregion classifications. Along the eastern edge of the central highlands, elevation
drops abruptly to the eastern escarpment, all of which is covered by dense humid forest with
considerable structural and taxonomic variation along elevational gradients (Gautier &
Goodman, 2003). Elevational ranges were classified as low (<500m), mid-range (<800), high
(>1000) or wide (spanning 3 or more categories), and (4) habitat specialization: Despite
occupying a broad geographic or elevational range, some species maintain distributions restricted
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to forested habitats (herein referred to as forest species) and are not found in disturbed or open
vegetation. I identified populations not restricted to only forested habitats as generalist species in
accordance with the most recent classification provided by the IUCN (2020).

4.2. Multivariate regression trees
I tested whether the summary statistics (π, weighted Fst), neutrality tests (Tajima's D)
obtained for each population were related to the ecological attributes discussed above. I used a
multivariate regression tree (MRT; De'ath, 2002) on normalized summary statistics to
hierarchize the significant predictor variables. Specifically, this approach explored the predictive
power of population data on environmental characteristics. MRT forms clusters of sites by
splitting the data repeatedly, where each split is defined by a rule obtained from the
environmental variables, selected to minimize the dissimilarity of sites within clusters. Prediction
error was used to assess model fit and determine the appropriate tree size, and the tree was
pruned by cross-validation using the minimum rule (Breiman et al., 1984). All statistical analyses
were performed in R, using the packages “vegan” (Oksanen et al., 2012) and “mvpart”
(Therneau et al., 2014).

RESULTS
1. Data Collection
1.1 Raw sequence filtering, assembly, and SNP calling
On average, I obtained 1,643,916 reads post-processing for the 380 individuals across 11
previously recognized species groups. Individuals with large portions of missing data were
removed via coverage filters, as incorporation of these individuals in analyses have been shown
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to provide spurious population assignment and ancestry coefficient estimates (Myers et al.,
2020). Our filtering steps resulted in an average of 17,622 linked (range: 10,124–22,388) and
14,948 unlinked (range: 9,540–20,323) SNPs (see Table 2.1). The percent of missing data across
assembly sequence matrices ranged from 13–19% (15.6% averaged across all species groups).
After the filtering steps which identified and removed low coverage samples, my final datasets
resulted in 10,947–23,161 unlinked SNPs per group-wide dataset and 320 total samples (range/x̅:
9–71/31 individuals per species group, 3–30/10 individuals per species).

1.2. Population clustering
Agreement for optimal K-values was typically recovered between sNMF and DAPC
results (but see Madagascarophis, Lycodryas). Overall, the number of population units and the
spatial orientation of genetic breaks between these units were varied. For instance, when results
did not agree between these two approaches, often single individuals were isolated as separate
populations. For example, K = 3 in the Madagascarophis group resulted in 2 populations
previously attributed to Madagascarophis colubrinus and one population that may correspond to
previous descriptions of Madagascarophis meridionalis) with 6, 12 and 22 individuals
respectively, but K = 4 produced a fourth population consisting of only two individuals in the
high northern region of the island. For such cases, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) did
not differ greatly between k values (<1), suggesting that smaller values of K with greater
geographic compatibility were sufficient to explain the observed patterns of genetic variation.
Some species had populations that occupied similar biogeographic regions, for example,
distinction between northern and southern populations was recovered for the Dromicodryas
bernieri group, the Madagascarophis cf. colubrinus group, the Leioheterodon madagascariensis
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group and the Mimophis mahfalensis group (where the northern population has recently been
elevated to species level, see Ruane et al., 2017). East-west population breaks were also seen in
the Leioheterodon madagascariensis group, and less pronounced in the Madagascarophis cf.
colubrinus group (see Figure 2.3). Although phylogeographic patterns among these groups may
be spatially concordant on a broad scale, fine-scale topographic and climatic heterogeneity
across these discrete regions will require more detailed investigation using more detailed
landscape features and demographic models to confirm assumptions of shared structure, which I
explore in Chapter 3.
The mean number of samples per population-level dataset was 9 (range: 4–30). While
some populations contained only a moderate number of individuals due to the difficulty of
obtaining population-level snake samples from Madagascar, this is compensated for by the large
number of loci sampled.

1.3 Population Genetic Statistics
Pairwise Fst calculated among populations from the same species groups were overall
high with a few exceptions, ranging from 0.008 (Dromicodryas) to 0.043 (Madagascarophis).
Average pairwise diversity (π) computed on all sites of variable loci varied more extensively,
from 18.7 × 10-4 (Mimophis mahfalensis) to 31.6 × 10-4 (Leioheterodon madagascariensis). Not
all values of Tajima's D were significant, particularly for populations with limited sampling.
Fewer species displayed positive values, suggesting fewerincidinces of population contraction
(bottleneck), while 18 of the 33 species displayed negative values, suggesting population
expansion. A summary of these principal statistics is presented in Table 2.2.
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2. Single population demographic histories

2.1. Population size change through time
The stairway plot revealed both population bottlenecks and population expansions over
recent time scales that correspond roughly with known events of environmental upheaval during
the Quaternary. Estimates of demographic history using this method for times much older than
160 kya show spurious patterns that should not be interpreted, according to Liu and Fu (2015),
therefore I do not consider population size change events estimated to occur well beyond this
time period (400–600 kya) in Thamnosophis populations 2, 4 and 5. I detected a signature of
population expansion in 19 populations (mean, stdev), a bottleneck event in only 3 populations
(M. colubrinus, M. cf. colubrinus, L. cf. madagascariensis), and a constant population size
history in the 13 remaining populations. Although several bottleneck events were detected in
very recent time (<10 kya), I only interpreted the most significant population size change that
occurred in each population, that could have been in response to Pleistocene events for which
stairway plot analyses are able to detect signal of changes in θ. For populations that showed a
signature of recent population expansion, the average expansion time was 100 kya (stdev = 56
kya), but not all of these events occurred simultaneously (range = 30–200 kya). Instead, many
were temporally sequential as might be expected in response to massive environmental stressors
introduced by glacial cycles. The magnitude of these demographic events were diffuse as well,
but on average, Ne change during expansion and contraction events varied by an order of
magnitude.

2.2. Single population model selection and parameter estimation
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The demographic histories of Malagasy snake populations were best explained by models
that incorporated a population size change at some time t in the past, with population expansion
models selected as a better fit for more of the populations than population contraction. While
expansion models that involved both large and small instantaneous population size changes both
explained the history of expansion events (exp5 = 9, exp10 = 11), larger bottleneck events
explained the majority of all population reductions (bott 10 = 12, bott5 = 1). For forest restricted
taxa, I found evidence of both expansions and bottlenecks (forest: 10 bott, 8 exp), but the
majority of generalist taxa showed a history of population expansion (n = 12), and only a few
instances of population contraction (n = 3).
Expansion models uncovered population growth for several populations between 80–150
kya, suggesting that these events occurred during the Mid-Pleistocene during a significant
interglacial period (0.89 Ma, Liopholidophis sexlineatus; 1.41 Ma, Thamnosophis epistibes, 0.83
Ma, Leioheterodon cf. madagascariensis), a zone characterized by the expansion of flora and
fauna globally (Hewitt, 2004). While some species with shared distribution patterns also shared a
signal of population demographic history, such as the exclusively northwestern dry deciduous
taxa (Lycodryas pseudogranuliceps, Dromicodryas cf. bernieri, Mimophis mahfalensis,
Liophidium cf. torquatum), the dates of these expansion events varied greatly (youngest: 0.27
Ma, Mimophis mahfalensis; oldest: 0.87 Ma, Lycodrayas granuliceps).

2.3. Demographic assignment
As both stairwayplots and the momi2 analyses were used to compute changes in effective
population sizes, I chose to consider only changes in N observed across both methods, while also
e

taking summary statistics and 1D SFS pattern estimates into account. For the majority of my
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populations, I recovered signal concordance between the two methods, with signatures of
population expansion detected for 18 out of the 33 species and signature of a bottleneck for 10
species. Expansion times retrieved were similar between the two methods for most species, but
differed for populations with relatively few samples for which stairway plots can be unreliable
(e.g., Langaha madagascariensis; 120 (stairway) vs. 225 (momi) kya). Momi2 estimated older
dates for demographic events that occurred in recent time (<100 kya), such as the bottleneck
retrieved in Pseudoxyrhopus tritaeninatus (122 (stairway) vs. 520 (momi) kya) and for the older
expansion times retrieved in Thamnosophis stumpffi (40 (stairway) vs. 260 (momi2) kya). I
considered assignment of specific population demographic histories when agreement was found
across momi2 model selection, evidence of population size change in stairway plots, and
negative values of Tajima’s D.

3. Synchronous demographic events
3.1. Cross validation
Across all models and summarization schemes, I was able to estimate the parameter ζ
with high accuracy (r : 0.78–0.83). Our estimates for the timing of the synchronous demographic
2

events were also reliable, but this parameter varied more than ζ across my parameter and
summary schemes (Table 2.5). Expansion time was sampled uniformly from the prior for any
species that was not synchronously expanding, which pushed τ mean towards the mean value,
making this a difficult parameter to to estimate with greater accuracy with my sampling. I was
unable to obtain reliable estimates for ε, ω, and N , however, I note that population magnitude
e

varies considerably across expanding and contracting populations, as seen in my single
population demographic estimates, and therefore is a difficult parameter to estimate even across
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thousands of loci and many populations. The accuracy of all parameter estimates improved when
I sampled from a wider τ prior that was not restricted to the exact dates estimated from previous
single population demographic analyses. Our bottleneck models performed better than expansion
models, particularly for estimating ζ and τs. When I used unsorted summary statistics and
calculated the SFS using count data, both expansion and bottleneck models had the most power
to detect synchronous demographic events for ζ (r : 0.83) and τs (r : 0.55, 0.54). I conclude that
2

2

using unsorted summary statistics and calculating the SFS using count data and placing a wide
prior on τ provided the most efficient and accurate estimate of my parameters, therefore I used
this analytical combination to discuss the results of my assemblage-wide analyses. In agreement
with theory, the RF feature importances indicated that the most informative features for the coexpansion regression tended to be the singleton bins of the multiSFS, while mid-frequency
variants were the most informative features for the bottleneck regression.

3.2. Parameter estimation
I estimated comparable assemblage-wide synchronicity in the expansion when using
sorted and unsorted summary statistics, thus using the sorted summary statistics not only
improved my ability to estimate the co-expansion time, but also did not bias estimates towards
greater synchronicity (ζ: 0.9, 0.92). I obtained tighter parameter estimates when using the sorted
summary statistics (ζ: 0.69–1.0) in comparison to the unsorted (ζ: 0.74–1.0). Notably, despite
nearly equivalent estimates for the degree of synchronicity and power to estimate this parameter
for the expanding data (set df1 and df2, Table 2.6), sampling from a wider τ prior (1.0 × 10 –1.48
5

× 10 ) resulted in slightly higher accuracy, and the resulting median estimates for co-expansion
6

times (τs) drawn from wide and narrow τ priors differed by an order of magnitude but showed
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overlap in respective prediction intervals. Under model df1, I estimated the co-expansion time to
be 119 kya (prediction interval (PI): 55–165). Under model df2, with a wider prior on τ, I
estimated a younger co-expansion time (85 kya, PI: 4–160). In each case, the prediction intervals
around my point estimates were wide, but the majority of parameter space identified the Late
Pleistocene (126–12 kya) as the time period linked to this co-expansion event for 19 of the 21
populations examined. I detected a younger synchronous bottleneck (ζ: 0.7) event in snake
assemblages on Madagascar at 45 kya. Considering the precise prediction intervals for this
estimate, this shared bottleneck event was inferred to have occurred well before the onset of the
Holocene (12 kya) and also prior to the period of the Last Glacial Maximum (approximately
26.5–19 kya).

4. Genetic diversity and life history
Our MRT analysis found no strong correlations between my population genetic statistics
and elevational range, ecoregion distribution, demography, or degree of endemism. The two-leaf
MRT for normalized π and Tajima's D explained most of the total variance (46.2%) and resulted
in two discrete clusters: one composed of both large-range and small-range endemics, included
all types of reproductive strategies and the lowest π and Tajima's D, and a second cluster with the
highest values for all summary statistics. This result was confirmed by visual inspection of
individual SFS, with species of the first cluster displaying a 1D SFS that indicated recent
expansion while species from the second cluster showed SFS patterns that suggest either a
bottleneck or weak expansion.

DISCUSSION
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Heterogeneity in population trajectories
In a wide sampling of 33 snake populations distributed across 11 genera and sampled
across the entire island of Madagascar, I find more than half show signal of population size
expansion. The remainder of non-expanding populations experienced a reduction in population
size in the recent past. These demographic patterns are not ubiquitous across entire genera or
ecoregions. Often, I found this signal varied even within a single nominal species. Within the
same genus, closely related species, and even populations within those species units, I recovered
signature of both population bottlenecks and expansions, both varying in magnitude. For
example, the species Madagascarophis colubrinus is considered to have broad ecological
tolerances and a wide distribution across the entire island (Vences & Glaw, 2007; Nagy et al.
2007). Within this species complex, I recover populations with variable distributions and
trajectories: one expanding in the south, spanning three discrete biomes, another contracting and
restricted to the high northern region of Madagascar with steep montane inclines, and a final
population that can be found in both coastal humid rainforests as well as the savannah grassland
mosaic of the high plateau that experienced a recent bottleneck. While closely related species
share many physiological, ecological and habitat specific traits, additional attributes may be
more important in determining the demographic success of the population.
I also found little geographic consistency in responses. While the discrete ecoregions of
Madagascar have had unique climatic and vegetative histories (Wells 2003), recent climatic
changes that shaped current distributions may span these previously defined ecoregion
boundaries (Wells, 2003). Quaternary climate cycles produced many changes in vegetation and
climate globally, and evidence of these can likewise be found on Madagascar (Burney et al.
2004; Hewitt, 2000; Rakotoarisoa et al 2012; Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1995). The contraction of
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forests and restriction of forest-restricted taxa to the surroundings of rivers in watersheds could
have produced multiple patterns depending on the historical distribution of species (Wilme et al.,
2006). River catchments with sources at relatively low elevations would have been separated by
arid intervening areas, restricting populations from expanding to suitable habitat, whereas river
catchments with sources at higher elevations served as zones of retreat and dispersion and hence
promoted stability and subsequent expansion (Lowe & Walker, 2014; Yoder et al. 2016). These
retreat dispersion watersheds are not restricted to a single ecoregion. Throughout the island,
forest restricted lineages likely responded similarly to landscape attributes during interglacial
periods when humid forests expanded (Burney et al., 1984; 2004), allowing for connectivity
between westerns and eastern forest habitats prior to subsequent restriction of such habitat to the
eastern coast and high elevation northwest (Rakotoarisoa et al 2012).
The patterns I observe may have partly been driven by ecological dynamics that are still
poorly documented in rare, tropical species, such as predator-prey interactions (Jenkins et al.,
2014) or habitat properties that I have not yet classified accurately (Brown et al., 2016). I used
the ecological classification of Yoder and Nowak (2007), which breaks up the Sambirano
rainforest with the eastern humid forest, as has been done in several previous studies (Burbrink et
al. 2019; Goodman & Benstead 2003; Yoder & Nowak, 2006; Chapter 1). Other studies, such as
Campbell (2019), subsect the southern arid regions and classify this break in the north with
subarid habitat. There is no consensus on the best way to classify these vegetation types,
especially when terrestrial vertebrates display incongruent spatial patterns (Brown et al., 2014,
2016; Gautier & Goodman, 2003; Markolf & Kappeler, 2013) but it may be more important to
examine historical forest connectivity for forest-restricted species and spatial distribution models
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based on contemporary data and wide species assemblages to redefine important ecological
breaks (Brown et al. 2014).

Island-wide synchronicity in the Pleistocene
I see strong evidence of a synchronous demographic response to the last glacial transition
across the majority of snake populations. Differences among populations were not in the timing
of expansion but in the direction of demographic change, with some lineages undergoing a
massive reduction in size since the LGM, and others showing signatures of dramatic shifts in
population size. Our PTA analyses indicated that a majority of snake populations likely
expanded after the LGM in a highly synchronous fashion, suggesting a rapid response to changes
in the environment. These climatic shifts may have affected availability of suitable forest habitat
and prey for terrestrial and arboreal snakes. Temporal synchronicity was also recovered for the
majority of contracting populations. The timing of these events corresponds to the fundamental
disagreements regarding the relative importance of climate change and human activities as
triggers for Madagascar's Holocene megafaunal extinctions (Burney et al., 1987, 1993; Wang et
al., 2019). However,population bottlenecks in contracting populations of snakes examined
here took place prior to the onset of this hypothesized activity. Additionally, other populations
survived this period with little disruption or even increases in population size (Burney et al.,
1997, Salmona et al., 2017, Godfrey et al., 2020).
Other systems have shown a similar pattern of strong, assemblage-wide expansions
during periods linked to Quaternary climate change (Burbrink et al. 2015; Gehara et al. 2017;
Reid et al., 2020; for full summary see Table 2.7). I did not recover this pattern in Chapter 1,
where few reptiles and amphibians shared common demographic histories. In contrast, the higher
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resolution of genome-wide sampling I present here as well as the shared biotic traits many
Malagasy gemsnakes share in comparison to the highly diverse herpetofaunal biota of this island
may partly explain why I were able to detect such strong evidence of shared temporal
demography. Few studies have examined assemblage level bottlenecks alongside population
expansion synchronicity, but for other species, the Pleistocene was a period of extensive
population bottleneck events (Delireiu-Trottin et al., 2017, 2020; Maestretta-Yanes et al., 2018).
I found few instances of population contractions among these snake populations, but these
populations also had relatively high genetic diversity. Although population bottlenecks can be
devastating for many populations and even results in extinction events, this is not always the case
(Friar et al., 2000; Hoelzel, et al., 2002). Our MRT analysis did not find strong evidence that
broad ecological attributes or forest-specific traits to inform population diversity or size change
history, which suggests these bottlenecks were not linked to regional or elevational divisions on
the island.
For snakes on Madagascar, the Pleistocene likely generated most of the extant species
level diversity. Malagasy gemsnakes (which represent all but two of the populations examined
here) maintained a constant rate diversification throughout the Neogene, and actually show a
decline in speciation rates during the Plio-Pleistocene (Burbrink et al. 2019), a pattern that is also
recovered in other colubroid snakes (Burbrink et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2017). I show here a more
finescale view of the demographic processes that potentially produced this contradictory pattern
of Pleistocene diversity. The substantial signature of synchronous bottlenecks I recover across
the island suggests that extinction rates may have been high, which may have been
underestimated.
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Regardless, this period of intense ecological turnover prior to the Holocene significantly
contributes to the contemporary patterns of diversity by driving population size fluctuations.
These population dynamics dramatically shift population genetic diversity, which may be one of
the best metric for predicting population resilience. Thousands of bones have been described
from Late Pleistocene and Holocene deposits including those of crocodylians, turtles, mammals
and birds (e.g., Godfrey & Jungers, 2003; Sammonds et al., 2010), therefore understanding of
climatic and vegetative change in Madagascar during this time is well supported. However, prior
to this era, there is a massive gap in the fossil record continuing to the Cretaceous (Raxworthy &
Nussbaum, 1997; Burney et al., 2004; Samonds et al., 2013). Climatic events preceding this era
that may have rendered populations more resilient or vulnerable to climate change events are
unknown.

Data limitations
Overall, the addition of more individuals for sparsely sampled populations would
increase power to correctly infer the number of covarying populations (Chan et al., 2014), but I
note that my large sample of populations (33) combined with extensive genome-wide sampling
(>10k loci/population) bolster my ability to accurately estimate codemographic parameters. The
selection of the mutation rates and generation times can vary greatly and, as a result, impact the
timing and the magnitude of the demographic estimates. No genome-wide SNP mutation rates
(µ) were available for any of the species of this study. Brumfield et al. (2003) suggest that SNPs
should have relatively low mutation rates, of the order of 10-8–10-9. For snakes, a wide array of
mutation rates have been estimated from various genetic and genomic datasets. The SNP
mutation rate I chose (1.25 × 10-8) is based on estimates from closely related species (Castoe et
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al., 2013; Green et al., 2014), and is in accordance with Brumfield et al. (2003). With this
mutation rate, I found relatively high estimates of the effective population sizes, but applying a
mutation rate of 1.25 × 10-8 would have led to even higher estimates. Generation times can also
strongly bias estimates, potentially driving great synchronicity across populations with similar
generation times (Bromham, 2002; Urban, Richardson, & Freidenfelds, 2014). Alternatively,
applying inaccurate generation times to species with similar demographic trajectories can lead to
the false inference of asynchronous demographic changes. The generation times are mostly
unknown for Malagasy reptiles, but previous studies on Madagasy fauna found highly
asynchronous histories despite overlap in applied generation times (see Chapter 1), therefore the
synchronicity I recover here is likely not driving by generation time selection. In the future,
drawing generation times as well as mutation rates from a normal prior distribution informed by
biological studies will increase accuracy in detection of population responses (see Gehara et al.,
2017, 2020).

Conclusions
Altogether, my results display the importance of population-level studies that scale up to
the community level by using multi-species sampling to uncover major biogeographic and
demographic trends. The coordinated impacts I recover across lineages with island-wide
distributions suggest that, although some populations and species may remain relatively stable,
changes in climate can cause synchronous reorganizations in communities across the tropics.
PTA has the ability to leverage whole genome community data to make inferences about
codemography while also accounting for recombination throughout the genome. Sampling just
one individual in this instance can provide demographic information for the entire population,
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which will be advantageous for rare tropical species spanning fragmented habitats for which
community wide population sampling is currently unattainable.
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CHAPTER TWO TABLES

Table 2.1. Summary of genome-wide assembly and filtering results and sample size (N) of each snake
species group.
species group
Compsophis
Dromicodryas
Langaha
Leioheterodon
Liophidium
Liopholidophis
Lycodryas
Madagascarophis
Mimophis
Pseudoxyrhopus
Thamnosophis

N
32
37
9
40
15
16
13
71
27
21
57

raw reads
1554528
1565689
1856227
1835504
3140080
2543682
2439639
1601425
1761756
2269969
1643916

consens. reads
31836
38339
35630
45819
60234
53867
36678
40372
49562
47291
37174

missing (%)
17.6
13.8
16.1
12.6
18.1
19.8
15.8
13.8
14
14.5
16.3
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Table 2.2. Statistical summary of genetic data (π, TD) and sample size for each population. New
populations recovered here may correspond to independent but undescribed lineages or undocumented
population structure. While some of these units have been previously identified (see Burbrink et al. 2019),
sampling and individual composition of our lineages is not identical, therefore we refer to these putative
lineages as “sp” with numeric designation for clarity.
Population
Compsophis infralineatus
Compsophis laphystius
Compsophis sp. 1
Compsophis sp. 2
Dromicodryas bernieri
Dromicodryas quadrilineatus
Dromicodryas sp. 1
Langaha sp. 1
Langaha madagascariensis
Leioheterodon modestus
Leioheterodon madagascariensis
Leioheterodon sp. 1
Liophidium sp. 1
Liophiodium torquatum
Liophidium sp. 2
Liopholidophis varius
Liopholidophis sexlineatus
Lycodryas pseudogranunliceps
Lycodryas granuliceps
Madagascarophis colubrinus
Madagascarophis sp. 1
Madagascarophis meridionalis
Mimophis occultus
Mimophis mahfalensis
Pseudoxyrhopus tritaeneatus
Pseudoxyrhopus heterurus
Pseudoxyrhopus microps
Pseudoxyrhopus sp. 1
Thamnosophis stumpfii
Thamnosophis sp. 1
Thamnosophis infrasignatus
Thamnosophis lateralis
Thamnosophis epistibes

N
11
5
7
3
15
14
5
4
4
15
9
14
5
7
3
4
12
8
4
14
30
22
13
12
6
5
5
4
6
10
15
12
12

π (mean)
0.0009
0.0012
0.0011
0.0023
0.0007
0.0008
0.0010
0.0011
0.0016
0.0006
0.0007
0.0006
0.0014
0.0013
0.0022
0.0015
0.0008
0.0008
0.0015
0.0008
0.0006
0.0006
0.0009
0.0007
0.0009
0.0011
0.0016
0.0015
0.0013
0.0011
0.0008
0.0008
0.0010

π stdev
0.0011
0.0012
0.0012
0.0020
0.0009
0.0009
0.0009
0.0009
0.0014
0.0007
0.0008
0.0006
0.0017
0.0016
0.0022
0.0021
0.0016
0.0009
0.0013
0.0010
0.0009
0.0009
0.0010
0.0008
0.0010
0.0011
0.0017
0.0015
0.0013
0.0014
0.0010
0.0010
0.0012

TD (mean)
0.258
0.246
0.696
0.493
0.155
-0.172
0.112
0.251
0.331
0.314
0.169
-0.310
0.530
0.454
0.550
0.472
0.226
0.197
-0.006
0.519
0.320
0.440
0.228
-0.069
0.197
0.444
0.323
0.535
0.259
0.381
0.233
0.355
0.292

TD stdev
1.021
0.976
0.940
0.907
1.027
1.206
0.933
0.879
0.961
1.028
0.989
1.167
0.915
0.951
0.917
0.917
1.032
0.947
0.955
1.028
1.104
1.080
1.028
1.080
0.972
0.927
0.996
0.934
0.939
0.999
1.055
1.011
0.994
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Table 2.3. Priors and model parameters used for simulating codemographic data. Current N ancestral N
and expansion time were loosely derived from the stairway plot and momi2 analyses. Mutation rates and
generation times were taken from the literature (see Methods). All prior distributions are uniform.
e

prior
N samps

description
Numbers of individual samples
considered for each population

value
6

Ne

Effective population size of the
contemporary population

1×104–1×105

τs

Time of demographic change

ε

Magnitude of demographic change

narrow: 1e5-5e5
wide: 1e5-1.48e6
expansion: 2–20
bottleneck: 0.5–0.05

ζ

Proportion of co-expanding or cocontracting taxa

0–1

length

Length in bp of each independent
genomic region to simulate,
including both variable and
invariable sites

150

Gen time
μ

Generation time in years
Mutation rate scaled per base per
generation

3
1.25 × 10-8

Number of independent
simulations generated

50,000

N sims

e
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Table 2.4. Demographic and ecological attributes of populations in this study. Demog represents the
demographic history assigned to the population. Ecoregion classification (Yoder & Nowak, 2007)
includes five discrete categories that were simplified to ‘humid’ (central highlands, evergreen rainforest,
Sambirano rainforest) and ‘arid’ (dry deciduous forest, arid spiny bush). The column endemism
represents four zones of endemism (Brown et al., 2014), simplified to define species distributed within
one of the four zones as ‘restricted’, and multiple zones as ‘broad’. Elevational ranges (alt range) were
classified as low (>500m), mid (>800), high (<1000) or wide (spanning >3 categories). For ecology, I
designated forest restricted (‘forest’) and species not restricted to forest habitat (‘generalist’) in
accordance to the IUCN.
species
Compsophis infralineatus
Compsophis laphystius
Compsophis cf. infralineatus
Compsophis cf. laphystius
Dromicodryas bernieri
Dromicodryas quadrilineatus
Dromicodryas cf. bernieri
Langaha cf. madagascariensis
Langaha madagascariensis
Leioheterodon modestus
Leioheterodon madagascariensis
Leioheterodon cf. madagascariensis
Liophidium cf. torquatum
Liophiodium torquatum
Liophidium cf. torquatum
Liopholidophis varius
Liopholidophis sexlineatus
Lycodryas pseudogranunliceps
Lycodryas granuliceps
Madagascarophis colubrinus
Madagascarophis cf. colubrinus
Madagascarophis meridionalis
Mimophis occultus
Mimophis mahfalensis
Pseudoxyrhopus tritaeneatus
Pseudoxyrhopus heterurus
Pseudoxyrhopus microps
Pseudoxyrhopus cf. microps
Thamnosophis stumpfii
Thamnosophis cf. epistibes
Thamnosophis infrasignatus
Thamnosophis lateralis
Thamnosophis epistibes

demog
exp
exp
bott
bott
exp
exp
exp
exp
bott
bott
exp
exp
bott
exp
bott
bott
exp
exp
exp
bott
bott
exp
exp
exp
exp
bott
exp
bott
exp
exp
bott
exp
exp

ecoregion
humid
humid
humid
humid
both
both
both
humid
both
both
both
both
both
both
humid
humid
humid
both
both
both
both
both
both
both
humid
humid
humid
humid
humid
both
humid
humid
humid

endemism
broad
restricted
broad
broad
broad
broad
restricted
restricted
broad
broad
broad
broad
broad
broad
restricted
restricted
broad
restricted
broad
broad
restricted
broad
broad
restricted
restricted
restricted
broad
restricted
broad
broad
restricted
broad
restricted

alt range
high
mid
wide
wide
wide
low
low
wide
low
wide
mid
wide
wide
wide
mid-high
high
high
low
low
mid
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
low
wide
low
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide

ecology
generalist
forest
forest
forest
generalist
generalist
generalist
generalist
forest
generalist
generalist
forest
forest
forest
generalist
generalist
generalist
forest
generalist
generalist
forest
generalist
generalist
generalist
forest
forest
forest
forest
forest
generalist
forest
generalist
forest
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Table 2.5. Correlation between PODs and parameters estimated with Random Forest regression for data
summary and parameterization evaluation.
name
exp τs1 ct
exp τs2 pr
exp τs2 ct
bott τs2 pr
bott τs2 ct

summary

τs prior

expansion
expansion
expansion
bottleneck
bottleneck

narrow
wide
wide
wide
wide

SFS calc.
count
proportion
count
proportion
count

parameter estimates r2

sumstats
unsorted
sorted
unsorted
sorted
unsorted

ζ
0.79
0.78
0.83
0.52
0.83

ζe
0.79
0.78
0.83
0.52
0.84

τs
0.28
0.41
0.55
0.47
0.54

Τ x̅
0.22
0.30
0.35
0.47
0.50

ε x̅
0.19
0.16
0.03
0.08
0.04

Ne x̅
0.12
0.08
0.18
0.09
0.33

Table 2.6. Point estimate and prediction intervals of posterior distributions of parameters estimated under
the three models using the Random Forest regressor classifier.
model properties
name
npops
exp τs1 ct
21
exp τs2 pr
21
bott τs2 pr
12

zeta
0.90 [0.69–1.0]
0.92 [0.74–1.0]
0.69 [0.57–1.0]

parameter estimates
Ω
ts (years)
0.04 [0.00–0.340]
119,464 [55,018–164,977]
0.08 [0.00–0.440]
84,820 [3,616–160,665]
0.0032 [0–0.008]
45,739 [33,900–65,607]
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Table 2.7. Summary of recent studies addressing codemographic shifts inn population size
(expansion only). Column ‘Data type’ is abbreviated as follows: mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA),
nuclear DNA (nuDNA), restriction site associated seuqenncing data sampled across the genome
(RADseq), and whole genome sequences (WGS).
taxonomic
group

Region

N
total

%
exp

ζ

abiotic investigation

Data type

Ref.

phylogenetic signal
predicts demographic
history, dispersal mode
does not

mtDNA

[1]

terrestrial
vertebrates

Nearctic

74

76%

0.50.8

herpetofauna

Caatinga Arid
biome

15

93%

0.71.0

NA

mtDNA

[2]

reef fish

Pacific Reef

28

86%

0.6

endemism does not
predict a history of
expansion

mt/nuDNA

[3]

birds

Australia

NA

NA

0.8

mtDNA

[4]

64

53%

0.20.7

mtDNA

[9]

0.50.8

broader climatic niche
produces greater
synchronicity, pops on
the fringe of climatic
niches are more
sensitive to change

RADseq

[5]

NA

NA

coevolutionary
interactions were
important in dictating
response

WGS

[6]

habitat connectivity and
landscape features
(mountains are a cradle
for pop. endemism)

RADseq

[7]

herpetofauna Madagascar

NA
phylogenetic signal,
broad biome and
elevation dispersion
predict demographic
history

skinks
(genus:
Carlia)

Australian
monsoon
tropics

walnut trees
(genus:
Juglans)

Northern
Hemisphere

plants

Transmexican
Volcanic Belt

18

56%

0.81.0

birds

Global

38

NA

NA

extreme population
contractions temporally
coincide LGP

WGS

[8]

asynch

timings of expansion
events span Late
Pleistocene–early
Holocene

mtDNA

[10]

bats (Myotis)

Madagascar

16

11

15

100%

80%

1. Burbrink et al. 2016
2. Gehara et al. 2017

5. Potter et al. 2018
6. Bai et al. 2018

3. DelrieuTrottin et al. 2017

7. Mastretta-Yanes et al. 2018

4. Chan et al. 2014

8. Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. 2015

9. Chapter1
10. Weyeneth 2011
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CHAPTER TWO FIGURES

Figure 2.1. Map of Madagascar showing (a) simplified bioclimatic zones modified from Yoder and
Nowak 2008, (b) major regions of endemism of Madagascar estimated from reptile GDM in Brown et al
2014, and (c) elevational range for Madagascar where successively lighter shades represent 500 m
elevation gains following Shatz (2000).
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Figure 2.2. Elevational range, mean, and standard deviation for each population considered in single
demographic analyses, partitioned by inclusion in either the forest-restricted group, or the generalist
ecological group. Data beyond the end of the whiskers are outliers and plotted as points.
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Figure 2.3. Sampling localities of populations inferred from clustering and admixture analyses in sNMF,
where the color of the bar and pie segments are representative of ancestry coefficients for the given
individual sample.
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Figure 2.4. Sampling localities for snake populations (grouped by genus). Each circle represents an
individual sample and color corresponds to population assignment as identified by sNMF and DAPC.
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Figure 2.5. Stairway plot inference of single population demographies. The inferred effective sizes (yaxis) for Ne are plotted from present time (0) to the past (x-axis). Data are median estimates from 200
bootstrap replicates (black line) and 95% confidence intervals (grey line). All inferences are based on 1D
folded SFS for each population, and singletons were not taken into account for the optimization of the
stairway plot.
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Figure 2.6. An overview of the PTA analysis workflow. Genomic data are summarized as site frequency
spectra, per population. Prior ranges for parameters of interest are selected and numerous simulations are
performed contingent on the numbers of samples and SNPS in the observed data. A machine learning
framework is then trained on these simulations, which learns the mapping from parameter values to the
codemographic (expansion/contraction) fraction and the shape of the multiSFS. The machine learning
framework is then presented with the observed data to infer the codemographic model and estimate model
parameters.
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Figure 2.7. Conceptual representation of demographic hypotheses: synchronous co-expansion (top),
partially synchronous co-contraction (middle), fully asynchronous expansion and bottleneck events
(bottom).
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Figure 2.8. Plots of 1,000 PODs and their respective observed parameter estiamtes to show the
precision and accuracy of the proportion of synchronous population size changes (ζ), taverage
expansion time (taus_mean), time of synchronous expansion (t_s) and index of dispersion (Ω).
Red line represents a perfect correlation between estimate and true value. The x-axis represents
PODs and y-axis represents the true estimate for simulated data. (left) plots are from data
simulated under (left) expansion model ‘exp_τs2_pr’ and (right) bottleneck model ‘bott_τs2_pr’,
both using a wide prior for tau and proportional SFS summaries and sorted summary statistics.
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Figure 2.9. Bar chart of feature importance scores generated from the optimized RF regressor for each of
the models with the greatest power to estimate parameters of interest. Along the y-axis, each bin of the
SFS is listed with a value >0.01 and x-axis displays the coefficient value for each feature. On the left,
plots are from data simulated under expansion model ‘exp_τs2_pr’ and on the right, bottleneck model
‘bott_τs2_pr’. Both datasets were simulated using a wide prior for tau and proportional SFS summaries
and sorted summary statistics.
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CHAPTER THREE

The role of refugia, rivers and ecological gradients in the divergence and demographic
history of codistributed Malagasy snakes

INTRODUCTION
Many studies have evaluated analogous barriers to gene flow as the primary drivers of
species divergence for co-distributed taxa (e.g., Myers et al., 2017). Identification of equivalent
barriers transitioned by co-distributed taxa makes a useful template to explore congruent patterns
of genetic diversity and structure (Arbogast & Kennedy, 2001), but does not necessarily identify
a causal mechanism of diversification across all taxa simply due to shared geography (Soltis et
al., 2006). Differences in biogeography, biotic interactions, demographic histories, and habitat
stability can be linked or in opposition to singular explanatory variables.
Given its unprecedented biodiversity and unique floral and faunal assemblages, the island
of Madagascar has long since been a focus for biologists aiming to understand the origins and
maintenance of these unique lineages (Vences et al., 2009). Many hypotheses have been
proposed regarding the origins of Madagascar’s high concentration of endemic vertebrate
lineages accumulated over continental isolation periods (e.g., Goodman & Benstead, 2003,
2005). The majority of these hypotheses can be grouped into the following diversification
scenarios: (1) gradients promoting parapatric speciation between major bioclimatic or altitudinal
zones (Current Climate/Ecogeographic Constraint hypothesis, Endler, 1982; Smith et al., 1997;
Vences & Glaw, 2002; Yoder & Heckman, 2006; Pearson & Raxworthy, 2009), (2) vegetative
and climatic shifts due to glacial cycling during the Pleistocene generating refugial habitats
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driving allopatric speciation (Retreat-Dispersion Watershed hypothesis, Haffer 1992, Wilme et
al. 2006; Western Forest Refugia, Mortiz, 2000; Goodman, 2004, Vences et al., 2009; Montane
Refugia, Fjeldså & Lovett, 1997, Wollenburg et al. 2009), and (3) physical barriers promoting
allopatric speciation with no gene flow (Riverine Barrier/Elevation Barrier, Wallace, 1852;
Everson et al., 2020; Table 3.2). Several of these have been adopted from studies of other diverse
tropical regions (Mortiz et al., 2000) and adjusted to explain the origins of Malagasy vertebrate
lineages and patterns of species richness and endemism (Vences & Glaw 2004; Vences et al.,
2009; Brown et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2016).
Many of these hypotheses have since been tested for various lineages, identifying
patterns from spatial and phylogenetic data as indirect evidence supporting species accumulation
hypotheses (e.g.,Yoder & Heckman, 2006; Pearson & Raxworthy, 2009; Crottini et al., 2012,
Rakotoarisoa et al., 2012; Gehring et al., 2013), but few have been conducted using genomewide sampling (Campbell, 2019; Yoder et al., 2016). Most studies have assumed vicariance as
the predominant mode of speciation (Yoder & Nowak, 2006; Vences et al., 2009), however,
parapatric speciation with gene flow along environmental gradients and allopatric speciation in
forest refugia has been tested in the northern massifs and along humid to dry east-west ecotones
(Yoder & Heckman, 2006; Pearson & Raxworthy, 2009). Here, I focus on species with dense
sampling that span the entire island to test alternative mechanisms of speciation that have been
previously proposed: snakes (Nagy et al., 2003). The difficulty of obtaining range-wide
population sampling for widespread but opportunistically obtained snakes in Madagascar has
resulted in few studies that have examined species substructure at a scale that can capture
diversity throughout the range (e.g., Nagy et al., 2003, 2007), yet snakes on Madagascar span all
putative ecological and geographic barriers and respond strongly to ecological gradients (Lessa,
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2014), making them an ideal study system for addressing diversification hypotheses on the
island. To date, only two studies have examined the role of environmental variables influencing
the distribution of Malagasy snake populations––within the two major boid species groups
(Orozco-Terwengel et al., 2008) and the only psammophiine snake on the island (Mimophis,
Ruane et al., 2018), but never the most widespread and ecologically diverse group of snakes––
the gemsnakes (Pseudoxyrhophiinae).
Here, I focus on common species with dense sampling that span the entire island to test
alternative mechanisms of speciation that have been previously proposed to explain the extreme
endemism and diversity of Madagascar’s vertebrate fauna. I estimate parameters that address key
demographic processes essential to the hypothesis outlined above, and determine the degree of
shared temporal divergence between populations on the island for widespread snakes. I employ a
simulation based ensemble regression approach, because many of these modes of speciation such
as those that include gene flow during early stages of divergence or population size changes are
complex (Smith et al., 2017; Schrider & Kern, 2018). If populations share genetic diversity and
migration rate patterns, singular historical events or speciation mechanisms may be responsible
(Avise 2000; Hickerson et al. 2010, Myers et al. 2016).
Madagascar’s biomes display sharp environmental and species composition turnover (de
Wit., 2003), but how these biomes have changed over the Late Quaternary is not well
documented (Samonds et al., 2014). If species invaded newly available niche space due to
temporal variation in major biome development and subsequently adapted to new conditions, I
expected to detect divergent populations with similar temporal splits across these known barriers
in accordance to the Ecographic constraint hypothesis (Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1995). In this
scenario, I expect to recover population divergence prior to the Plio/PLeistocene with no gene
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flow at strong ecological boundaries or divergence gene flow at gradual biome turnover; but tests
of ecological divergence between incipient populations is also required to confirm ecological
speciation (Endler 1982; Yoder & Heckman, 2006; Pearson & Raxworthy, 2009).
Madagascar has several prominent river systems and elevational features that may have
been important in driving population divergence. The Northern and Central highlands are
separated by a low-elevation valley (800 meter elevation drop) at 16°S latitude, while the Central
and Southern highlands are separated by this lowland region at 23°S latitude (Guillaumet,
Betsch, & Callmander, 2008; Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1996). Many sister taxa occur only on
one side of this divide or the other (Gehring et al., 2013; Goodman et al., 2009). If wide-range
species distributions were historically disrupted by these physical barriers, I expect to observe
low levels of migration and population divergence around these features, with divergence events
that do not correspond to recent climate shift events (Pastorini et al. 2003 Louis et al. 2005
Vieites et al. 2006 Boumans et al. 2007).
In Madagascar, studies have shown humid forests shifted to higher elevations during
glacial periods (Burney et al. 1997). If species tracked suitable habitat during this time, I expect
to recover evidence of population bottlenecks, small effective population sizes and elevated
genetic diversity in these regions for populations that diverged in isolation in northern massifs
(e.g., Tsaratanana, Manongarivo, Marojejy & Montagne d’Ambre) coincident with the Last
Glacial Maximum, or evidence of expansion surrounding these refugia corresponding to the last
interglacial, low migration rates due to secondary contact in lowlands (Goodman 2004, Wilmé et
al. 2006, Wollenburg et al. 2009). If glacial and interglacial periods influenced species that were
instead distributed in rainforest habitat in the west, widespread rainforests contraction to the
eastern portion of the island would have left isolated patches of forest in these western arid
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regions, driving allopatric speciation between fragmented rainforest-adapted populations with
little evidence of gene flow following glacial periods (Wollenburg et al. 2009).
During recent climate shifts in the Pleistocene, forest fragments surrounding watersheds
with high elevation areas contracted and re-established at higher altitudes during arid, warm
periods, creating retreat-dispersal watersheds (RDW) which species were able to use for
dispersal to neighboring habitat (Wilme et al. 2006). If watersheds were important in structuring
snake populations, I expect to identify population divergence coincident with large river systems
that maintain high elevation headwaters (e.g., Betsiboka, Tsiribihina and Mangoky, Manangoro)
and evidence of gene flow between RDW regions (Wilme et al., 2006).
In this study, I use genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) data to investigate the demographic
and evolutionary effects of the shifts in montane forest distribution on four gemsnake species
complexes from Madagascar. Additionally, I use population level genome-scale sampling to
examine the effect of climatic, environmental, topographic, and other landscape features on
lineage structure. These spatial analyses specifically address the relative contribution of
previously proposed hypotheses of diversification on Madagascar under various allopatric and
parapatric models of diversification, including those related to stability (e.g., refugia), physical
barriers (such as rivers or regions of uplift) and ecological/elevational gradients. As climate
change threatens to dramatically alter ecosystems globally, contributions from field research and
data modelling to decision making processes and downstream management practices are
increasingly important. With the extensive genomic data collected during this project and
population units defined, I generate a deeper understanding of where populations are distributed,
when they diverged and how climate and landscape have contributed to the distribution of
contemporary diversity.
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METHODS
2.1.1 Study system and conceptual framework
The Malagasy gemsnakes are a diverse group of snakes, encompassing both widespread
and microendemic lineages with over 80 described lineages (Nagy et al., 2003) and an upwards
of 130 independently evolving lineages (Burbrink et al., 2019). Here, I focus on a subset of this
group (Figure 3.2) that all have widespread distributions that span multiple landscape and
ecological barriers that link to the hypotheses of diversification for Madagascar (Table 3.2): the
Malagasy cat-eyed snakes (genus: Madagascarophis; Schlegel, 1837), the giant hognose snakes
(Leioheterodon, Dumeril, Bibron & Dumeril, 1854), the striped snakes (Dromicodryas, Dumeril,
Bibron & Dumeril, 1854), and the only Psammophiine lineage on the island, the Malagasy bigeyed snake (Mimophis, Grandidier, 1867. All of these species are generalists with large
geographic ranges, distributed across the island, spanning all or most of historically proposed
ecological gradients and biogeographic barriers (see Figures 3.1–2). For many of these species
(exception, Mimophis, see Ruane et al., 2017), geographic boundaries and population-level units
are poorly defined, and some taxonomic confusion exists (e.g., Nagy et al., 2007), which I
attempt to elucidate in this study. Due to their wide distributional ranges, these taxa should
harbour diversity that reflects population expansion, contraction and persistence, events caused
by past environmental changes in the region.

2.2.1 Data collection
Tissue samples (body muscle, scale or tail clips, n = 341) stored in 100% ethanol or
RNase Later to preserve DNA were collected across the study region from 2013–2017.
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Geographic coordinates for all samples were recorded with a handheld GPS device. Additional
samples (n = 375) held in collections at the Ambrose Monell Cryo Collection (AMCC),
American Museum of Natural History; University of Michigan Museum of Zoology (UMMZ);
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology (MVZ), Berkeley and the University of Antananarivo,
Madagascar were used to complement recently collected field data. Final GBS libraries included
63 Madagascarophis colubrinus/meridionalis from 35 sites (boundaries between M.
colubrinus/M. meridionalis are poorly defined, I address later in this paper), 49 Leioheterodon
madagascariensis/modestus from 30 sites (comprising of 22 L. madagascariensis from 15 sites
and 27 L. modestus from 20 sites), 29 Dromicodryas bernieri/quadrilineatus from 24 sites
(comprised of 15 D. bernieri from 15 sites and 17 D. quadrilineatus from 15 sites, 37 Mimophis
mahfahlensis/occultus from 28 sites (comprised of 12 M. mahfahlensis from 8 sites and 15 M.
occultus from 10 sites).

2.2.2 DNA sequencing and data filtering
Genomic DNA was extracted using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following
the manufacturer's instructions. A partial fragment of the mitochondrial COI gene was amplified
via polymerase chain reaction to verify species identity using the NCBI BLAST tool against my
own barcoding database of snakes across the island. Additionally, anchored phylogenomic data
has been previously generated for many samples included in this study, confirming many of the
population and species level breaks I identify herein (full details can be found in Burbrink.,
2019). Double-stranded DNA was quantified prior to sequencing library preparation using a
Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA USA). Genotyping-by-sequencing
(GBS; Elshire et al., 2011) for the majority of samples was performed at the Cornell Institute of
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Genomic Diversity, Cornell, New York (CU). Genomic DNA was digested with the enzyme PstI
(recognition sequence: C^TGCAG) and sample specific barcoded adapters as well as a common
adapter were ligated to the sticky end of the fragments. Samples were purified, pooled for a size
selection PCR, and then purified for a second time. Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina
HiSeq 2000 at the Cornell Core Lab Center.
As sequencing services were discontinued at the Cornell Institute of Genomic Diversity
in 2016, the remainder of the samples were sequenced at the University of Wisconsin
Biotechnology Center DNA Sequencing Facility, University of Wisconsin, Madison (UW). For
this portion of the sequencing, the Elshire (2011) laboratory protocol was followed, with the
exception that the PstI/MspI (recognition sequence: CCG^G) restriction enzymes were used to
perform a double-digest library prep, and no size selection on the library pool was performed.
Sequencing was performed at 96-plex on a single lane on a HighSeq 2500 in rapid run mode,
single-end 1x100bp, typically producing 222–250M reads. For this lane, 305,818,231 sequence
reads were produced, of which 243,453,213 matched a barcode and one of the enzyme cut sites
that contained no Ns.

2.2.3 Assembly and SNP calling
I used ipyrad (Eaton & Overcast 2020) to process the GBS data and produce single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data sets. Briefly, reads were demultiplexed to samples based
on barcode sequences allowing for no mismatches in barcode sequences. Reads were then
filtered for Illumina adapter contamination, minimum sequence length after filtering (>35bp),
and maximum number of low quality bases (maximum 5 bases with Phred quality score <20).
Sequences were then de novo clustered within samples using an 85% sequence similarity
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threshold. Following this, error rate and heterozygosity were jointly estimated within samples.
Next, consensus sequences were called within samples allowing for at most 2 alleles per
consensus sequence following a diploid model, and enforcing a minimum depth of reads per
cluster of six for both statistical and majority rule base-calling. Consensus sequences were then
clustered across samples based on 85% sequence similarity. Finally, I applied several filters to
remove consensus sequences with >5% uncalled bases, too many heterozygotes (>5%),
maximum number of SNPs (>20%) and indels (>8) per locus, and loci with insufficient sample
coverage (<28 samples). All downstream analyses were performed with output files generated by
ipyrad using these filtering settings.

2.3.1 Population structure and admixture
I investigated population structure per taxon by calculating ancestry coefficients using a
program based on sparse non-negative matrix factorization (sNMF). This method is comparable
to other widely used programs such as admixture (Alexander, Novembre, & Lange, 2009) and
fastStructure (Raj, Stephens, & Pritchard, 2014), but is computationally faster and robust to
departures from traditional population genetic model assumptions such as Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (Frichot et al., 2014). Ancestry coefficients were estimated for 1–10 ancestral
populations (K) using 100 replicates for each K. The cross-entropy criterion was then used to
determine the best K based on the prediction of masked genotypes. The sNMF analysis was
implemented through the R package LEA (Frichot & François, 2015). I filtered all output loci
files to isolate only a single random SNP per locus to reduce biased estimates of population
admixture due to linkage. Because these two datasets contained nonhomologous loci, I
conducted an independent assessment of population clustering for the WU and CU datasets.
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sNMF clustering results for both datasets are shown in Figure 3.3. Populations recovered here
may correspond to previously identified lineages that have not yet been described (Burbrink et
al. 2019) or questions current taxonomy (Nagy et al., 2007). I broadly address how my findings
fit these previous studies in the discussion, but for the purpose of obtained unbiased population
assignment and admixture, all samples within focal genera were first grouped together (Ruane et
al., 2016; Ruane et al., 2018; Nagy et al., 2007; Glaw et al,. 2013; Burbrink et al., 2019).
Population structure analyses often identify the deepest hierarchical structure present in the data,
and as a result, will miss finer scale structure present in recovered clusters (Vähä et al., 2007;
Janes et al., 2017). To ensure that these more subtle levels of population structure were
identified, samples were divided into groups based upon their initial sNMF population
assignment, and the analysis was repeated recursively for additional structure within
subpopulations.
Principal components analysis (PCA) was performed for each taxonomic group and each
sequencing approach using the ipyrad-analysis toolkit (Eaton & Overcast, 2020). Unlike modelbased clustering methods, this approach provided an assessment of population affinity free of
assumptions regarding Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Jeffries et al., 2015) and is not biased by
minor allele frequency thresholds or previous populations assignments obtained via sNMF
(Linck & Battey, 2017). To account for the sensitivity of PCA analyses to missing data, I ran
additional PCA of each cluster with low-coverage outliers removed to identify potential
substructure. Once confirmed, these outliers were removed from downstream analyses by
branching all-inclusive samples and rerunning step 7 in ipyrad to generate linked and unlinked
SNP summary files excluding any spurious information from the large amount of missing data
present in these individuals. For the final PCA with only high-coverage samples included, I
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grouped all populations together per genus and examined confidence in my clustering results by
performing 25 replicates randomly sampling a different set of unlinked SNPs, and these Principal
components were plotted against one another, colored by sNMF population assignments to
visualize patterns of genetic variation and confidence in PCA and sNMF clustering results.
Population membership of each individual for chosen K values was verified by inspecting these
PCA clusters and ancestry coefficients in admixture barplots and shared distributional
information for undescribed species. Spatial autocorrelation may bias interpretation of PC
analyses (Royal et al., 2010), and therefore I also conducted the tests described below to examine
the role, if any, that neutral divergence via gradual geographic isolation may have played in
facilitating population structure.

2.3.2 Evolutionary relationships
Phylogenetic analysis was conducted on a concatenated sequence alignment with a
maximum of 20% missing data using RAxML v8.2.8 (Stamatakis, 2014). The best-scoring
maximum likelihood (ML) tree was found using 10 ML searches with the GTRGAMMA model,
and 100 rapid bootstrap searches were conducted to assess node confidence. I used midpoint
rooting to visualize the resulting phylogeny to determine the correct topology for each species
complex. Divergence times were extracted from the Burbrink et al. (2019) dated phylogeny for
Pseudoxyrhophiinae, including representation from major snake outgroup lineages, using the
penalized likelihood approach in TreePL (Smith & O’Meara, 2012) and calibrated with all
available fossil-based calibration locations and times for this group (Head, 2015; Guo et al.,
2012). I also examined topologies and species units identified in Burbrink et al. (2019) with the
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program Bayesian Phylogenetics and Phylogeography (BPP v4.0; Rannala & Yang, 2013) for
my focal groups to evaluate the accuracy of topologies recovered with GBS data.

2.3.3 Effective migration and diversity
Populations in close spatial proximity were expected to be more genetically similar than
those located farther apart (Wright, 1943). To verify that estimates of population structure were
the result of distinct allele frequencies clustering, I first confirmed that these results were not
driven by gradual differentiation via separation in geographic space (Meirmans, 2012) or
isolation by distance (IBD). Initially, I fit a linear model to determine the proportion of absolute
genetic variance explained by Euclidean geographic distances in a regression model using the R
package adegenet (Jombart, 2008). I calculated r2 and p-values to evaluate the explanatory power
of the regression model. I examined patterns of IBD and structure that were not captured by the
redundancy tests by plotting these genetic and geographic distances colored according to the
density of 300 simulated points drawn from observed distributions using adegenet (Jombart &
Ahmed, 2011).
The limitations of r2 values in this scenario are that geographic distances can partially
structure populations but not account for the total genetic variation throughout the range
(Meirmans, 2012). Moreover, distinct species ordered geographically, with internal IBD within
each species, can appear as an overall pattern of IBD. To model the relationship between
geography and genetics across the spatial context of the island, I also implemented the Estimated
Effective Migration Surfaces (EEMS) method (Petkova, Novembre & Stephens, 2016). EEMS
estimates resistance distances by approximating the coalescent time between two individuals
such that greater time to coalescence predicts higher genetic dissimilarity between individuals
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using a stepping-stone model over a dense grid. This method allows a more granular
identification of population structure beyond just geographic or genetic pairwise differences in
isolation by incorporating the difficulty of traversing improbable regions. Results can be
visualized to interpret significant deviations from IBD (reduced or accelerated migration rates) as
potential locations of corridors and barriers to gene flow. I bound the analysis to the island of
Madagascar and a dense grid of 500 equally sized demes from three independent chains for 20
million MCMC iterations with a 10 million iteration burn-in. I first ran fast preliminary runs to
choose parameter values that gave acceptance ratios between between 20–35%. Graphs were
constructed using rEEMSplots (Petkova, Novembre & Stephens, 2016). I visually examined
posterior means for effective migration and a measure of genetic diversity for every spatial
position of Madagascar for all three independent chains to confirm convergence of MCMC runs
before combining across runs to construct final consensus graphs.
I also estimated Fst between the populations recovered within each species group and
between all sampling localities using the Weir and Cockerham (1984) weighted Fst measurement
as implemented in VCFtools v0.1.15 (Danecek et al., 2011) considering all polymorphic SNPs
that contained data for samples in both populations in a comparison. Tajima’s D and nucleotide
diversity (π) were calculated as averages across the set of GBS loci not missing any data using
VCFtools v0.1.15 (Danecek et al., 2011).

2.3.4 Effective population size
I examined previous work that estimated ancestral effective population size as well as the
timing and magnitude of population size changes for my focal species to better configure the
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demographic models and priors (Figure 3.4). These results included model selection and
inference from momi2 and stairway plots (see Chapter 2).

2.4 Spatial drivers of divergence
To provide statistical evidence of the deviations from patterns of IBD and IBE using
EEMs, I fit a linear model to determine the proportion of absolute genetic distances explained by
geographic distances in a regression model using the R package adegenet (Jombart, 2008). This
geographic information was calculated from pairwise great-circle distances among all
georeferenced points using the R package fossil (Vavrek, 2020) and Euclidean genetic distances
were obtained using the R package adegenet adegenet. I calculated r2 and p-values to evaluate
the explanatory power of the regression model. I visually examined patterns of IBD and structure
that were not captured by the redundancy tests by plotting these genetic and geographic distances
colored according to the density of 300 simulated points drawn from observed distributions using
adegenet (Jombart & Ahmed, 2011). The limitations of r2 values in this scenario are that
geographic distances can partially structure populations but not account for the total genetic
variation throughout the range (Meirmans, 2012).
To further examine the effects of climate, space, and physical barriers on genetic
population structure, and to determine the relative influence of isolation by distance and isolation
by environment, I used redundancy analyses (RDA; Legendre et al., 2011; Diniz-Filho et al.,
2013). RDA is a constrained ordination technique that can be used to summarize linear
relationships between response variable components that are redundant with a set of explanatory
variables. For these analyses, Euclidian genetic distances were treated as the response variable,
and a suite of continuous and nominal spatial variables that describe the major applicable
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diversification hypothesis for Madagascar as the predictors. Geographic distance can interact
with genetic structure to produce complex spatial patterns, so I transformed spatial distances
using principal coordinates neighbor matrices (PCNM) using the R package vegan (Dixon, 2003)
to simplify this pattern and also account for the interaction between geographic distances and
ecological variables that have a geographically structured component (Borcard & Legendre,
2002). I first conducted a preliminary set of RDA analyses that used genetic distances as a
response variable and several preliminary combinations of predictors. I reduced geographic
distances to only variables that explained significant variation in genetic distance and used this as
an isolated predictor (i.e., pure IBD). Next, I evaluated population clusters as RDA can be used
to relate a qualitative explanatory variable to linear response data. I performed this analysis with
population clustering assignments from sNMF coded as dummy variables and fitted site scores to
provide a quantitative rescaling of this qualitative explanatory variable (Legendre & Legendre,
1998). Finally, I used current climatic variables interpolated at 0.5 arc-min resolution were
obtained from the WorldClim database (version 2.1, worldclim.org/data/worldclim21.html)
which represent 19 average monthly climatic data for minimum, mean, and maximum
temperature and precipitation between the period of 1970–2000 (Fick & Hijmans, 2017) and
extracted data across all stacked layers from the georeferenced localities of genetically sampled
individuals using the R package raster (Hijmans et al., 2014). I removed any highly correlated
environmental variables with absolute values > 0.9, then converted this reduced, uncorrelated
and centered bioclim variable set into principal components to reduced dimensionality. I then
tested if these current environmental variables were a good predictor of genetic distance as
expected when population divergence is the result of isolation by environment (IBE), while still
accounting for variation that was driven only by geographic distance.
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While the above analyses provided an initial assessment of the relative influence of
population assignment, environment, and distance on genetic differentiation, I also generated a
more complex predictive model that incorporated spatial GIS layers that summarized major
spatial hypotheses of divergence on Madagascar (Brown et al., 2014; 2016). To explore
hypotheses related to climatic and environmental gradients (Pearson & Raxworthy, 2009; Kozak
& Wiens, 2007), I incorporated tests with layers that were represented by the first three PCs from
a PCA on the 19 current BIOCLIM data for Madagascar (Figure 3.13e–g) as well as a
categorical classification of the major ecoregions of Madagascar converted into dummy variables
derived from vegetation endemism classification (Figure 3.1b) from Goodman & Benstead as
modified by Yoder & Heckman (2006). Several layers were selected to summarize elevational
gradients not captured by the climatic gradient layers as well. Because topographic complexity in
combination with climatic zonation found in mountain regions produces increased opportunities
for allopatric and parapatric speciation (Moritz et al., 2000), I used a GIS layer represented by
the standard deviation of elevation at 10 km for each pixel (from Brown et al., 2014) for
2

consideration with the effect of current bioclim gradients to represent this hypothesis, and a
continuous layer of pure altitudinal variation (Figure 3.1c) over the landscape (Hijmans et al.,
2007).
While altitude alone may contribute to spatial patterns, an additional set of layers were
used to represent hypotheses related to stability over time, which can allow species to persist,
specialize and adapt gradually to low orbitally forced species’ range dynamics in areas that have
not undergone major disturbance events throughout the Quaternary (Dynesius & Jansson, 2000).
Following the watershed hypotheses proposed by Wilme, Goodman & Gannzorn (2006), I used a
GIS layer depicting these regions as polygons and converted these assignments into dummy
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variables for categorical data (Figure 3.1a). In addition to landscape heterogeneity contributing to
spatial patterns of genetic diversity, temporal spatial properties of the landscape may further
impact genetic differentiation. These hypotheses relate to refugia, where species track suitable
habitat during periods of climatic and vegetative change as well as sanctuaries, where the habitat
has remained stable and species have remained without distribution shifts over periods of
Quaternary climate dynamics. The refuge hypothesis states that cyclical fragmentation of
forested habitat due to Pleistocene climate change resulted in vicariant differentiation between
adjacent wet forest patches (Hewitt, 2000). Although the ability of species to track suitable
habitat during these time period depends on additional factors such as topography, and
ecosystem, I incorporated precipitation stability to observe how these isolated predictors and
topography and ecoregion all contribute to patterns of genetic differentiation collectively (Krause
2003; Vanzolini, 1973). To represent this, I incorporated a predictive layer which used the
standardized sum of standard deviation for each climate grid cell throughout four time periods
(0, 6, 21, and 120 kya) obtained through Paleoclim (Dolan et al., 2015; Karger et al., 2017) and
modified by Brown et al. (2018). I followed this procedure for uncorrelated bioclimatic variables
first for only precipitation through time, and then with temperature only through time, which can
vary with topographic heterogeneity differently to produce alternate genetic differentiation
landscapes over spatial surfaces. Lastly, I incorporated a layer generated by Brown et al. (2014)
from suitability surfaces of species distribution models from 453 Malagasy reptiles and
amphibians projected and summarized across three historical times periods (0, 6, 21 kya) to
generate a layer that represented species presence across all time periods to classify the regions
of sanctuaries in Madagascar.
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Alternative allopatric models of divergence predict that species and populations are
isolated by physical barriers, with sister lineages occurring on opposite sides of these structures.
Evidence suggests that major geological features on Madagascar have remained stable since the
Mid-Miocene (ca. 10–15 Ma; DeWit, 2003). Major tributaries (e.g., the Tsiribihina river) should
have persisted––with some seasonal variation, and potential reduction throughout the Pleistocene
(Wallace, 1852)––enough to drive vicariant divergence of lineages spanning these barriers. This
physical barrier hypothesis was represented by a GIS layer adopted from Brown et al. (2014,
2016) where polygons were drawn from the lowland areas between rivers with headwaters above
1,000 meters and the 1,000 meter contour line (Figure 3.1a). Similar to riverine barriers, regions
of high elevation bisected by low elevation corridors can also function as biogeographic barriers,
resulting in similar predictions for population divergence as in the riverine barrier hypothesis.
This hypothesis was only tested in Mimophis, because no other spatial population structures fit
the geographic expectations of this hypothesis. Three highland regions (1,960–2,876 m) along
Madagascar’s north‐south axis (Goodman & Raherilalao, 2014) are separated by low-lying
valleys that drop by about 800 m elevation: The South and Central highlands are separated by the
the Menaharaka Window at approximately 23oS (Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1996), and the
Northern and Central highlands by the Mandritsara Window at 16oS (Guillaumet et al., 2008).
Similarly, I used polygons to derive shapefiles incorporating these barriers along these ~800m
contour lines from the elevation data available on Worldclim (Hijmans & Hijmans, 2003).
I performed RDA with all GIS predictors listed above in this second analysis, and reported pvalues and correlation coefficients (r2) for total models, and each explanatory variable to
differentiate the drivers of significant models using the rda and rda anova functions in the R
package vegan (Oksanen et al., 2013).
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2.5 Demographic history
For the demographic inference, I focused on estimating parameters that will provide a
baseline for evaluating the fit of population divergence into several major hypotheses that can be
interpreted within the geographic context of population distributions: Riverine Barriers,
Ecogeographic Constraint, and several modifications of Pleistocene Refugia (montane,
watershed; Table 3.2). Typical approaches that explore alternate demographic scenarios of
population divergence often explore a large suite of nested models (Carstens et al. 2004; Barratt
et al., 2018) that explicitly address various hypotheses, allowing for direct interpretation of
model selection results. Here, I first performed limited simulations of simple expansion and
migration models, used tree-based regression to assess the fit of the observed data to simple
simulated data and identified the most likely scenarios and prior distributions to build semiglobal models from all potential parameter configurations for the best test model of 3-population
(Leioheterodon, Mimophis, Madagascarophis) and 2-population (Mimophis) scenarios which
encompasses all nested models for parameters of interest. All 3D models involved an ancestral
lineage splitting into two daughter lineages at time T1, with a further split at T2 between one of
these daughter lineages, with the exception of the models for Mimophis, which followed a two
populations construction without the subsequent split at T2 (see Figure 3.6).
To infer the history of isolation and gene-flow between populations within each of my
four species groups, I employed a machine learning approach to fit simulated models to the
observed datasets. Each model was built using the well-supported population relationships
recovered from both species tree (BPP, ASTRAL; Burbrink et al., 2019) and Maximum
Likelihood (RAxML) analyses (Figure 3.4). GBS sequence data was simulated under several
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coalescent demographic models using msprime (Kelleher & Lohse, 2020). To construct the SFS,
I followed a simplification procedure where 1,000 independent genomic regions (nrep) of length
150bp were simulated and summarized, then divided by the total number of SNPs to generate
proportional bins of the folded 2D and 3D joint Site frequency Spectra (jSFS) with proportional
bins for each species group. For observed data, I used easySFS
(github.com/isaacovercast/easySFS) to downproject datasets to the number of haploid samples of
the smallest population for each species group (Mimophis = 18, Dromicodryas = 16,
Madagascarophis = 32, Leioheterodon = 28), and summarized these independent SFS in the
jSFS.

2.5.2 Model configuration and simulations
Parameters for 20,000 simulations generated with msprime (Kelleher & Lohse, 2020)
were sampled from uniform priors for the timing of population divergence, effective population
size (Ne), and migration rate (m). I also used the following fixed parameters to reduce run time
and reduce search space to obtain better estimates for the following parameters: NeA (equal to
Ne for constant size models), mutation rate (1x10-8), and a generalized generation time of
three years based on previous estimates for snakes in Madagascar (see Chapter 2). Estimates of
contemporary population sizes can indicate historical population events, such as population
bottlenecks or expansions, which I would expect to see if populations are responding to historical
fluctuations in precipitation and temperature (Hoezel et al. 2002). Initial Ne was set at 1 x 103
and maximum Ne at 1 x 105 for all species. The value of initial Ne was based on the mean Ne
estimated across species from single Ne models. The value of maximum Ne was based on
running multiple models with different parameter values and finding the value that yielded the
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best fit for single population SFS across species. Because stairwayplot and momi2 estimates of
Ne for each population were of different orders of magnitude, I selected a free parameter to
estimate the size of the larger population (Ne), and a dependent parameter (Ne ratio) to estimate
the ratio of the smaller populations to the larger population size (1.0–10). This approach enforced
sampling from realistic parameter space based on prior estimates of genetic diversity for each
population. The timing of population splits coupled with the geographic distribution of
contemporary populations can also point to several causal factors that may contribute to
diversification on the island. For populations that experienced recent changes in population size
that have sister populations in the western semi-arid zone, western forest refugia (Mortiz, 2000;
Goodman, 2004; Vences et al., 2009) or montane refugia (Fjeldså & Lovett, 1997; Wollenburg et
al., 2009) can be invoked. Coincidence of population level splits over major watershed zones
supports evidence of the retreat-dispersion watershed hypothesis (Haffer, 1992; Wilme et al.,
2006). To evaluate the timing of splits as they relate to these hypotheses, I also estimated the
timing of population divergence. The timing of parameter ‘t_TMRCA’ moves all lineages from
one population to the other to model a coalescent event at time ‘tdiv’. In the 2D models, only one
TMRCA event is allowed to take place. In the 3D models, ‘tdiv’ corresponds to the free
parameter for coalescent event for all three populations (0.1–5.0), and an additional dependent
parameter, ‘tsplit’ is a fraction of ‘tdiv’ such that split can only be sampled from times younger
than the draw for ‘tdiv’ to optimize search realistic parameter space, which ranged from 0.1 0.99. To determine if populations with distribution patterns from east to west diverged in the
presence of gene flow, as expected by the ecographic constraint hypothesis, or without signal of
this process, as expected by the riverine and montane barrier hypotheses, I also estimated
migration rates between divergent populations (Wallace 185; Vences & Glaw, 2002; Yoder &
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Heckman, 2006; Pearson & Raxworthy, 2009). A matrix of all possible symmetric migration
events between all three (3D models) or both (2D model) populations was configured and
globally estimated to prevent searching parameter space for models incorporating different
asymmetrical migration rates that are a poor fit for the species group demographic history. For
this global migration rate, I used a minimum of 0.1 x 10-8 and maximum 0.1 x 10-2 given the
relatively poor fit of high migration models to my data during exploratory analyses.

2.5.3 Inference
I performed simulation-based inference on models that incorporate parameters mentioned
above to link specific speciation processes to the mechanisms that might have contributed to
diversification on Madagascar for snakes. There are a variety of different machine learning tools
for generating prediction intervals for parameters of interest that perform better under given
instances of data bias. I evaluated the performance of two advanced regression techniques that
combine outputs from individual decision trees to generate predictions: stochastic gradient
boosting with trees as base learners, termed Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM; Friedman, 2001)
and Random Forest regression (RF; Breiman, 2001; Liaw & Wiener, 2002). While RF is easier
to tune and more robust to overfitting noisy data, GBM runs faster and can outperform RF when
parameters are tuned correctly and features are highly heterogeneous and have non-linear
interactions (Chirici et al., 2013), but other studies have found overall both methods present
approximately the same prediction accuracy (Freeman et al., 2020, Tziachris et al., 2020). Very
briefly, RF grows trees using re-sampled subsets of training data using a random selection of
available predictors at each split, making final predictions by averaging each tree and
summarizing across the entire forest. GBM is an additive model that utilizes reinforced learning,
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where training trees are optimized sequentially using a fraction of resampled residuals to model
at each iteration. In both instances, parameter tuning is an essential step to the predictive
accuracy of downstream regression. I used a simplified cross-validation (CV) procedure to
explore combinations of predetermined values of each model’s relevant hyper-parameters on a
set of training data extracted from several sets of reduced simulations under different parameter
and hyper-parameter configurations from the RFR and GBM models available in the Scikit
Python library (Prettenhofer & Louppe, 2014). Specifically, for RFR, I tuned the following:
number of regression trees to be built, the minimum number of samples in a tree leaf, the
minimum number of samples in a node for it to be split, and the maximum number of features to
be randomly selected at a node.
For GBM, I examined the same hyper-parameters as in the RFR CV, but also considered
maximum tree depth and learning rate. For the final RF regressor, 100 regression trees were
built, the minimum number of samples in a tree leaf was set to 4, the minimum number of
samples in a node that was split was 1, and 0.8 of all available features maximum were randomly
selected at each node. For the final GBM regressor, I used the ‘quantiles’ option as the loss
function to be optimized, a learning rate of 0.1 (shrinkage of each tree contribution). I built 100
trees that contained a minimum of 2 samples in a node prior to splitting with a minimum of 1
sample per leaf, and allowed the maximum number of n features randomly selected per node
with 200 boosting stages.
I performed three quantile regressions to generate a parameter estimate and the 95%
prediction intervals for all demographic parameters. For all GBM regressors, I used the quantile
loss function with alpha = 0.025, 0.975. I measured split quality using the mean squared error
with Friedman’s improvement (Friedman, 2002). I performed three quantile regressions to
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generate a parameter estimate and the 95% prediction intervals for all demographic
parameters. For all GBM regressors, I used a quantile loss function with alpha = 0.025, 0.975.

2.5.4 Methodological evaluation
I performed a graphical prior predictive check that simulations generated under 2D and
3D models provided a good fit for the empirical data by reducing the simulated and observed
data using principal component analysis (PCA) to confirm that all observed values fell
within simulated PCA space. To determine the accuracy of my predictions, I used a K-fold
Cross Validation procedure for both RF and GBM regressors to determine which approach was
better suited to my data. Due to the size of my dataset, I implemented 5-fold cross validation
(Hastie et al., 2001). The data was split into five test sets, then predictions were computed using
an estimator fitted on the corresponding training set.

RESULTS
3.1 Illumina reads and filtered loci
I generated 5.45 x 108 single-end, 150 bp reads, of which 4.53 x 108 reads (83%) were
assigned to individual samples. On average, 2.39 x 106 reads were sequenced per sample (range
= 2.34 x 105−8.07 x 106 reads). After quality filtering, each species assembly assembly was
composed of 10,342−35,796 RAD-loci and 21,042−34,743 parsimony-informative sites, each
sequenced in samples sets ranging from 23–96 individuals. The total amounts of missing data
spanned 19.8%−21.8% for all final assemblies used in downstream analyses.

3.2 Population structure
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At the species level, de novo population estimation methods were able to distinguish
recognized species. Narrowing my focus to cryptic lineages contained within several of these
units, individuals within my datasets showed some admixture in areas of range overlap, and
therefore were partially discordant with previous phylogenetic estimates. PCA broadly supported
the clustering results from sNMF with the exception of very few individuals that intermediately
clustered between populations identified by sNMF (Figure 3.3). Our two non-homologous GBS
datasets were mostly able to recover the same geographically distinct populations and previously
recognized species, but because this sampling was restricted to the western region of Madagascar
into the north where considerable overlap occurs between many of these new, morphologically
unrecognized lineages, UW samples that fell between putative ranges that had low coverage and
could not be reliably assigned to respective lineages were not included.

3.3 Evolutionary relationships
The relationships inferred in the Burbrink et al. (2019) time-calibrated species tree as
well as previous studies using nuclear and mitochondrial DNA (Ruane et al. 2018, Nagy et al.
2007) were confirmed by genome-wide SNPs (Figure 3.5). Relationships were, for the most part,
consistent with previous identification of cryptic lineages within D. bernineri and, L.
madagascariensis, but incongruent with M. colubrinus. For M. colubrinus, BPP recovered up to
three cryptic lineages, but here, I only identified two. While additional values of k did recover a
similar northern unit to previous studies, CV values were marginally different, and this new split
incorporated only three individuals, therefore I grouped these individuals together for the
remainder of my analyses.
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3.4 Effective migration and diversity
Low effective migration rates similarly suggested a barrier between several of the
populations recovered herein. Estimation of effective migration rates showed a strong barrier to
gene flow between East and West Madagascar for two of the four lineages examined
(Madagascarophis cf. colubrinus group, Leioheterodon cf. madagascariensis group; Figure 3.7).
The other two showed population breaks and putative gene flow reduction between northern and
southern populations (Mimophis mahfalensis group, Dromicodryas bernieri group), but these
interpolated breaks may not be shared in detail, as the northern portion of Madagascar is a
mosaic of high elevation Massifs (Tsaratanàna, Marojejy and other nearby massifs; maximum
elevation 2,876 m) and highly variable ecotones (Guillaumet, Betsch, & Callmander, 2008;
Raxworthy & Nussbaum, 1996). Estimated rates of genetic diversity show a clear pattern for
three of the four lineages examined, with low genetic diversity concentrated in the north above
16oN, and high genetic diversity throughout the rest of the island (Figure 3.8). This contradicts
previous global hypotheses that have identified northern Madagascar as a potential refugial zone
during Quaternary climate oscillations (Ray & Adams 2010). Effective migration is low in
regions where genetic similarity decays quickly.
Previous work identified a lack of genetic differentiation between most sister populations
(D. bernieri-D. cf. bernieri, mean FST' = 0.2; L. cf. madagascariensis-L. madagascariensis mean
FST' = 1.7; M. occultus-M. mahfalensis mean FST' = 0.31), that is not recovered between these
pairs and their most recently diverged sister population (e.g., D. cf. bernieri-D. quadrilineatus
mean FST' = 0.78) which suggests recent gene flow between these lineages. As an exception, M.
colubrinus-M. cf. colubrinus, which were found to share a recent common ancestor in the
RAxML phylogeny, had much higher differentiation than expected under a scenario of high
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migration (mean FST' = 0.4) but are both less differentiated from outgroup M. meridionalis (M.
meridionalis-M. cf. madagascariensis mean FST' = 0.4; M. merdionalis-M. colubrinus mean
FST' = 0.29) which suggests ancient migration between early diverging lineages, or a situation
with secondary contact where all lineages have some reduced levels of gene flow.

3.5 Effective population size
I note that more populations were estimated to have undergone moderate (6) or strong (D.
quadrilineatus) expansion, whereas only two had evidence of strong bottleneck (M. colubrinus,
M. cf. colubrinus) in populations that have diverged in the recent past. The only disagreement
between estimates was for L. modestus, where momi2 estimated a low magnitude expansion
event, but a strong bottleneck was detected in the stairway plot estimate at 8,000 years ago from
an effective population size of 30,000 to 5,000 individuals (Table 3.6b). I used prior intervals
that encompassed confidence intervals for both analyses to inform the estimation of
demographic history for these lineages, but note that the exploratory ML procedure below was
used as final evidence of predicted population histories due to the close fit of the summarized
observed to the simulated that did ont require as large of a downprojection as stairway or have
the gap in likelihood space where demographic history is difficult to estimate using the 1D SFS
in momi2 due to a discrete gap in the likelihood space generated by parameter dependance and
limited power. Populations that overlap geographically in the northern region (see Figure 3.3,
3.6) surprisingly did not show signal of a shared demographic history (M. cf. colubrinus,
bottleneck; L. cf. madagascariensis, expansion), or temporal congruence in the occurrence of
these demographic shifts.
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3.6 Spatial hypotheses of divergence
Mantel tests (Table 3.4) demonstrated that geographic distance was a strong predictor of
genetic distances between sampling localities across the distribution of all k-selected species
(adjusted r2 = 0.35, p-value < 0.001). I found that all species groups showed some signal of IBD,
which fits expectations of wide-range, dispersal-limited organisms like the snake groups
examined here (Aguillon et al., 2017).
Density plots show the majority of this diversity is geographically discontinuous, with
several discrete jumps in genetic distance that correspond to the assigned populations, and even
some substructure within these recovered populations (Figure 3.9). P-values were also significant
for sNMF as a predictor, indicating further that there is structure found that is not the direct result
of geographic distance (adjusted r2 = 0.18, P < 0.01).
RDA analyses (Table 3.4) also indicated that geographic distance was a significant
predictor of genetic distance (P < 0.003). For two species, there was a strong correlation between
geographic distance and genetic distance in line with expectations of IBD (Mimophis r2: 0.614;
Madagascarophis r2: 0.635), and no correlation was found for these same species groups when
sNMF cluster was used as a predictor conditional on geographic distance (r2 < 0.1), but this
predictor was significant for Madagacarohphis despite the low correlation between these two
variables. On the other hand, the correlation between pure geographic and genetic distance was
moderate in the other two species (Dromicodryas r2: 0.297; Leioheterodon r2: 0.260), and strong
signal was found population clusters when accounting for distance (Dromicodryas r2: 0.343, P:
0.001; Leioheterodon r2: 0.344, P: 0.001). When all uncorrelated current bioclim variables were
included in a model with altitude and population structure as explanatory variables while
accounting for distance, only Leioheterodon displayed some weak association between
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environment and genetic variation (r2: 0.105), but both Madagascarophis and Leioheterodon
indicated and moderate strength of explanatory significance (P: 0.001–0.005), in agreement with
predictions of IBE.
For the model that examined specific GIS layer predictors for hypotheses of
diversification on Madagascar, I found this total model, when geographic distances were
accounted for, I again found both Leioheterodon and Madagascarophis displayed moderate
association between environment and genetic variation (r2: 0.222–0.342) and moderate strength
of explanatory significance (P: 0.081–0.004). When controlling for space, a highly significant
effect (P < 0.015) of genetic structure was found for current climate, ecoregion, elevation, and all
historical stability layers with the exception of the Watershed hypothesis representation for
Madagascarophis, and only historical stability surfaces related to refugia (precipitation) and
temperature for Leioheterodon (Table 3.7). I also found weak support for the first PC axis of
current bioclim variables structuring genetic divergence in Mimophis, (r2: 0.078, P: 0.078),
which primarily separates the northeastern and southern bioclimatic zones from the West and
Central regions where divergence in this species is estimated to occur.

3.7 Demographic model selection and parameter estimation
Our 5-fold cross validation procedure identified high predictive accuracy across all
models, with some variation between 2 and 3-D models and between regression techniques
(Table 3.5). I recovered greater predictive power to estimate parameters using GBM regression
in comparison to RF regression across all models (mean GBM r2 = 0.72; mean RF r2 = 0.54),
therefore I report prediction intervals of interest derived from GBM regression only. There was
greater predictive power in the 2D model when compared to all 3D models (2D r2 < 0.65 RF;
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0.89 GBM; 3D r2 < 0.53 RF; 0.68 GBM); Prediction error is shown in Figure 11a for 3
population models and Figure 11b for the 2 population model. Our observed data fell within the
simulated PC space of the configured demographic models, graphically represented in Figure 10.
Real time estimates are sensitive to the choice of multipliers, such as generation time and
mutation rate. Therefore, I were primarily interested in relative population size and relative time
estimates. However, using the designated scaling factors for mutation rate and generation time, I
find that all divergence times for the most recent population splits occur in the Late Pleistocene.
While other coalescent methods estimated older divergence times (BPP, Burbrink et al. 2019), I
note that the relative differences in those estimates and the estimated recovered here follow
similar trends, and overlap in confidence intervals, with L. madagascariensis splits occurring in
the mid-to Late Pleistocene, and all other divergence events happening in the Late Pleistocene. In
comparison to previous estimates, my time estimates were younger, but my confidence intervals
were relatively narrow (Figure 3.12). Migration rates were much lower than one migrant per
generation between all populations, with the exception of Mimophis which showed evidence of
very low but detectable symmetric and continuous migration (Table 3.6d).

DISCUSSION
My study uses a combination of spatially explicit genetic analyses and demographic
inference to identify the mechanisms of diversification occurring across the heterogenous
landscape of Madagascar. I applied this framework to species complexes with broad distributions
and substantial genetic structure to determine whether the formation of intraspecific populations
resulted from allopatric scenarios such as refugia, rivers and elevational barriers or from
divergence with gene flow across ecological and elevational gradients. I found strong evidence
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for divergence with low ammounts of gene flow, recent population expansion and divergence in
the Pleistocene for most species coupled with support for some that stability in temperature and
precipitation consistent with both forest refugia and ecographic constraint hypotheses explain a
majority of population divergences in these snake taxa, and find no support for allopatric models
associated with rivers as barriers or watershed refugia. However, based on the observed genetic
patterns, I find evidence for potential interactions between landscape features, environmental
gradients, and historical refugia influencing patterns of population divergence and overall species
richness on Madagascar.

Temporal coincidence of population divergence
The majority of lineages examined here appear to originate in the mid to late Pleistocene.
Burbrink et al. (2019) found decreased rates of speciation throughout the Pleistocene for
Pseudoxyrhophiine snakes, but paradoxically all species likely originated in the Pleistocene.
Specifically, the timing of divergence between between Mimophis, the Leioheterodon
madagascariensis complex, and Dromicodryas quarilineatus-D. bernieri complex all had
relatively young divergence times around 230 kya in the Mid-Pleistocene. While climate played
some role in this divergence for Leioheterodon and Mimophis, I found no support for any
previously proposed hypotheses to support the genetic diversity observed in Dromicodryas, and
instead geographic distance seems to have played the biggest role in this differentiation.
However, because cluster assignment also is able to predict genetic distances and low migration
is observed between individuals in demographic inferences and EEMs surfaces, other
environmental or historical events may be responsible for driving divergence. The ability of
populations to respond successfully to climate change depends in part on standing genetic
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variation. As temperatures and precipitation regimes shift rapidly, populations that lack
preadaptive variation will experience reductions in population size, and potentially go extinct
(Bay et al., 2018). While the species examined here were able to persist through tunfavorabble
and changing conditions, evidence indicates that the megafauna of the island collapsed after such
climatic stress was coupled with increased human activity during a prominent drying period (Li
et al., 2020). Many Malagasy reptiles and amphibians occupy microendemic distributions
(Vences & Glaw, 2017), select Pseudoxyrhophiine snakes harbour some of the most widespread
distributions and occupy a wide range of environmental conditions of all the island’s vertebrate
fauna, making this group an ideal study system indicate high vulnerability to environmental
stressors and future collapse.

Diversification linked to extreme endemism in Madagascar
I did find evidence that isolation by distance has contributed to structuring populations,
but also that contemporary environmental and historical factors have also shaped distributions
and contemporary genetic diversity across the highly variable ecological regions of Madagascar
as well (Goodman, Raherilalao & Wohlauser, 2019; Myers et al., 2000). This pattern is often
recovered for dispersal limited organisms, like snakes, that occupy large range sizes (Myers et
al., 2019). Although in-depth analyses of genome-wide population estimates in recent studies are
finding more evidence of speciation in the presence of gene flow (e.g., Feder, Egan & Nosil,
2012), I surprisingly found that distinct populations recovered here, including those with
significant geographic overlap do not exchange migrants in secondary contact following
expansion events from forest and montane refugia, or extensive historical gene flow as
populations diverged.
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I found support that climatic stability through time, specifically related to precipitation,
has been an important driver for divergence several of the populations examined here. Several
species-specific investigations have been found to support Quarternary dynamics associated with
speciation in Madagascar (Wyeneth et al., 2008), and I found strong support for this to be
important for divergence in the Leioheterodon and Madagascarophis species groups. No RDA
results indicated that rivers or watersheds have been important for population differentiation in
snakes, although this has been recovered for lemurs (Wilme et al., 2006), which suggests that
forest restricted species with different habitat requirements and dispersal capabilities will
respond differently to climate change.

Taxonomic Discovery
Recent efforts to genetically survey highly diverse regions of the island have identified
thousands of deeply divergent lineages that may represent species but require further validation
from well-sampled ecological, distributional and genomic data (Monaghan et al., 2009; Perl et
al., 2014; Vieites et al., 2009; Burbrink et al., 2019). Here, I identify with strong support several
highly distinct lineages within common and widespread malagasy snakes (D. cf. bernieri, M. cf.
colubrinus, M. cf. meridionalis, L. cf. madagascariensis) using genome-wide sampling. Our
results reflect the majority of new lineages recovered in Burbrink et al. (2019) found among my
focal groups. I show that not only are these lineages evolving independently, but also have
relatively low rates of gene flow and occupy multiple discrete ecoregions and zones of endemism
and watershed regions that typically structure populations on the island (Wilme et al., 2006).
Previous studies on Mimophis did not find evidence of geographic distance between
populations or the potential effects of adaptation to current climates driving population
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divergence, however, both populations are separated by Tsiribihina River, which has been
suggested as a putative barrier to gene flow and speciation in lemurs and Oplurus iguanas
(Pastorini, Thalmann, & Martin, 2003, Chan et al., 2012). A region I was unable to sample for
my study which was included in Ruane et al. (2018) is a potential hybrid zone closer to this river,
where individuals show intermediate morphological and genetic signal, possibly due to
secondary contact during periods of aridity when the Tsiribina river was no longer reinforcing
the boundary between divergent populations. Geographic features, such as this river or major
elevation discontinuities, have been identified as significant barriers promoting allopatric
speciation for Malagasy reptiles (Florio & Raxworthy, 2016; Pearson & Raxworthy, 2009).
The genus Madagascarohpis has been examined several times due to both recently
described cryptic species and taxonomic regions that found diagnostic characters suggested by
Domergue (1984) did not reflect genetic divergence. While the range of Madagascarophis
meridionalis has been historically confined to the southern arid biome, I find no populations that
match this description (Nagy et al., 2007). Instead, a population distributed from the southern
arid biome all the way into the northwestern dry deciduous forest habitat is recovered, which
matches no currently described range for this genus, which is comprised of both wide range
generalists and highly endemic specialists (Glaw et al., 2013; Ruane et al., 2016).
The genera Leioheterodon madagascariensis and Dromicodryas bernieri have never been
addressed in explicit population demographic tests, and only received genomic and populationlevel attention in very recent work (Burbrink et al., 2019). Given the wide ranges across the
entire island occupied by both species (Gardner, Vincke & Jasper, 2015), it is unsurprising that
cryptic diversity is present in both lineages, which is common for other widespread species on
the island (Vieites et al., 2009).
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In light of these results, I confirm the treatment of clades identified herein as three new
candidate species: D. cf bernieri, L. cf. madagascariensis, and M. cf. colubrinus. Our findings
demonstrate the utility of integrating multiple data types to understand complex speciation
histories, and contribute to a growing body of evidence that species diversity on Madagascar is
underestimated. Although my results suggest that some phylogeographic patterns in Malagasy
snakes are species-specific and therefore potentially related to life-history traits not studied here,
I also found strong evidence that some patterns were driven by shared spatial gradients related to
ecology and historical stability. In the future, additional comparative genomic studies spanning
more species groups are necessary for separating these shared historical processes from
individualistic responses to environmental, climatic and physical landscape sturcutures that
ultimately drive diversification.

Future Directions
Because the hypotheses I addressed here were spatial in nature, future work should
incorporate simulations (e.g., SPLATCHE, Currant, Ray & Excoffier 2004; QuantiNemo2,
Neuenschwander, Michaud, & Goudet 2019; SLiM 3, Haller & Messer 2019) that account for
landscape heterogeneity. Many of these organisms are rare, cryptic, and severely threatened,
making population-level sampling unrealistic. I can apply comparative genomic approaches to
generate the first genome-wide estimates of genetic diversity. Even in the absence of robust
ecological data, this will allow us to identify regions throughout the range where distances
between genetic and projected environmental variables will be highest, and use this difference as
a proxy for genomic vulnerability (Fitzpatrick & Edelsparre, 2018). Future work will have the
opportunity to build on this foundation by leveraging the power of comparative genomic analysis
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for identifying species and populations of conservation concern, as well as for illuminating
possible mechanisms of adaptive evolution by sequencing whole genomes on either sides of
contact zones to identify outlier loci and genomic islands of differenetiation to determine which
loci under selection are responsible for driving speciation.
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CHAPTER THREE TABLES
Table 3.1. Summary of taxa used in this study, including nested species information recognized in
Burbrink et al. (2019) and sequence collection information.
Species group
Dromicodryas

Leioheterodon

Topology
((D. bernieri+D. cf. bernieri) D.
quadrilineatus)
((L. madagascariensis+L. cf.
madagascariensis) L.modestus)

Mimophis

(M. mahfalensis+M. occultus)

Madagascarophis

((M. colubrinus+M. cf. colubrinus)
M. cf. meridionalis)

Facility

N
indiv

N loci

N alleles

K

WU

20

69,486

139,513

2

CU

34

13,239

26,717

3

WU

18

58,812

117,966

2

CU

38

17,447

35,027

3

WU

17

76,525

153,868

2

CU

25

20,267

40,851

2

WU
CU

23
66

80,089
13,865

161,141
28,018

2
3
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Table 3.2. Previous hypotheses of diversification mechanisms in Madagascar derived from Vences et al.,
2009.
Hypothesis

GRADIENTS

PHYSICAL
BARRIERS

REFUGIA I

REFUGIA II

WATERSHED I

WATERSHED II

Explanation
Species invade newly available
niche space due to temporal
variation in major biome
development & local ecological
adaptation results in divergent
communities.

Demographic Predictions
Pop. divergence with no gene flow at
strong ecological or topographic
boundaries or divergence gene flow
at steep biome gradients; tests of
niche similarity between divergent
populations required as evidence of
ecological speciation.

Widespread species range
becomes disrupted by physical
barriers (river, uplift) leading to
reduced gene flow between
separated pops. & allopatric
divergence.

Pop. divergence with no gene flow

Humid forests recede to higher
elevations during glacial periods;
species track suitable habitat &
contract to high elevation refugia
where populations diverge in
isolation.

Population contraction in northern
massifs (e.g., Tsaratanana,
Manongarivo, Marojejy & Montagne
d’Ambre), divergence & subsequent
expansion with secondary contact
with or without gene flow in
lowlands

Widespread rainforests contract
to the east, leaving relict patches
in the western arid regions,
allopatric speciation between
fragmented rainforest-adapted
pops.

Pop. contraction & divergence
following forest isolation events with
no gene flow

Forest fragments surrounding
watersheds with high elevation
sources contract/re-established at
higher altitudes during arid, warm
periods create retreat-dispersal
watersheds (RDW) allowing river
catchments dispersal to
neighboring RDW

Pop. divergence near Large river
systems with high elevation
headwaters (e.g., Betsiboka,
Tsiribihina and Mangoky,
Manangoro) with gene flow between
RDW

Forest fragments surrounding
watersheds with headwaters at
low altitudes isolated by
intervening arid regions create
centers of endemism (CE), driving
allopatric speciation

Pop. divergence between
neighboring CE populations with
population size change following
low-elevation isolation

Source
Martin 1972,
Endler 1982,
Mortiz et al.
2000; in
Madagascar:
Yoder &
Heckman 2006,
Pearson &
Raxworthy 2009
Wallace 1852;
Madagascar:
Pastorini et al.
2003 Louis et al.
2005 Vieites et
al. 2006
Boumans et al.
2007
Fieldså & Lovett
1997, Goodman
2004, Wilmé et
al. 2006,
Wollenburg et
al. 2009
Rainforest
Refugia model':
Moritz et al
2000;
Madagascar:
Vences et al.
2009

Wilmé et al.
2006

Wilmé et al.
2006
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Table 3.3. Mean weighted FST calculated using the variance method of Weir and Cockerhan (1984)
among all populations within a given species group.
populations

mean FST’

std

Dromicodryas bernieri-Dromicodryas quadrilineatus

0.633

0.372

Dromicodryas cf. bernieri-Dromicodryas bernieri

0.194

0.314

Dromicodryas cf. bernieri-Dromicodryas quadrilineatus

0.760

0.365

Leioheterodon modestus-Leioheterodon madagascariensis

0.562

0.396

Leioheterodon cf. madagascariensis-Leioheterodon modestus

0.523

0.412

Leioheterodon cf. madagascariensis-Leioheterodon madagascariensis

0.169

0.275

Madagascarophis colubrinus-Madagascarophis cf. colubrinus

0.405

0.331

Madagascarophis colubrinus-Madagascarophis cf. meridionalis

0.290

0.294

Madagascarophis cf. meridionalis-Madagascarophis cf. colubrinus

0.392

0.325

Mimophis occultus-Mimophis mahfalensis

0.313

0.297

Table 3.4a. Results of redundancy analysis of geographic distance (geo), population structure (sNMF)
and genetic distances for the two best fit K for each species group.
SPECIES

GEO
r2

Pr>F

Mimophis

0.614

0.001

Dromicodryas

0.297

Leioheterodon
Madagascarophis

CLUST+GEO
Pr
Mantel

ECO

ECO+GEO

r2

Pr>F

r2

Pr>F

r2

Pr>F

0.001

0.007

0.207

0.157

0.002

-0.011

0.931

0.001

0.001

0.343

0.001

-0.015

0.588

0.019

0.155

0.260

0.001

0.003

0.344

0.001

0.083

0.014

0.105

0.001

0.635

0.001

0.001

0.054

0.001

0.041

0.007

0.012

0.005

Table 3.4b. Results of redundancy analysis of major spatial diversification hypotheses (see Figures 3.1,
3.13 for graphic summary) accounting for and not accounting for geographic distances. For significance
of each individual layer, see Table 3.7.
SPECIES

SPATIAL

SPATIAL+GEO

r2

Pr>F

r2

Pr>F

Mimophis

0.607

0.001

0.321

0.095

Dromicodryas

0.379

0.004

0.076

0.197

Leioheterodon

0.305

0.004

0.222

0.081

Madagascarophis

0.636

0.001

0.342

0.004
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Table 3.5. Prediction errors for each of the 5 folds obtained via 5-fold Cross Validation procedure.
Results obtained using random forest regression are in plain text and those obtained via gradient boosting
machine regression are in bold italics.
Species group
Dromicodryas
Leioheterodon
Mimophis
Madagascarophis

5-fold r2

regressor

0.508

0.512

0.51

0.506

0.51

random forest

0.676

0.671

0.674

0.67

0.674

gradient boosting

0.513

0.515

0.521

0.514

0.515

random forest

0.668

0.672

0.67

0.671

0.672

gradient boosting

0.631

0.634

0.639

0.636

0.629

random forest

0.88

0.882

0.882

0.878

0.876

gradient boosting

0.498

0.494

0.494

0.489

0.492

random forest

0.657

0.657

0.66

0.656

0.659

gradient boosting

Table 3.6a. Prediction intervals for divergence times obtained from msprime simulations and Gradient
Boosting regression and BPP (Burbrink et al., 2019). Splits for 3D SFS are designated as ‘young’ for the
most recent coalescent event, and ‘old’ for the preceeding coalescent event. No estimates were obtained
for Mimohpis, as this was the only Lamprophiid taxa in our study that was not included in the Burbrink et
al. (2019) gemsnake species delimitation analysis.
split

age

div time
(yrs)

Dro tdiv1

young

640298

217992

3192701

BPP

97916

2898

586266

msprime

2004785

683485

10006788

BPP

223735

22437

901287

msprime

218679

66418

1409104

BPP

222465

3569

585354

msprime

1259226

380398

8216254

BPP

421975

48039

948872

msprime

1055669

348347

5708255

BPP

880821

14628

911011

msprime

1823896

597780

9860632

BPP

821970

47106

843657

msprime

228812

41017

454665

msprime

Dro tdiv2
Lei tdiv1
Lei tdiv2
Mada tdiv1
Mada tdiv2
Mim tdiv1

old
young
old
young
old
young

lower
(yrs)

upper (yrs)

method
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Table 3.6b. Prediction intervals and point estimates in years for the time of population size change (tn)
obtained from single population model selection and demographic inference using momi2 and the
stairwayplot2 results from (Chapter 2) along with finaly classification of population demographic
trajectories (‘demog’): expanding (EXP) or bottleneck (BOTT).

population
D. bernieri
D. cf .bernieri
D. quadrilineatus
L . cf. madagascariensis
L. madagascariensis
L. modestus
M. cf. colubrinus
M. cf. meridionalis
M. colubrinus
M. mahfalensis
M. occultus

tn (yrs)

lower
(yrs)

upper
(yrs)

method

demog

966665

9823

981369

momi2

EXP

160000

55000

345000

stairwayplot2

778996

42205

1151082

momi2

32611

23187

39341

stairwayplot2

474918

118892

1266975

momi2

70500

14231

109234

stairwayplot2

83770

49834

250422

momi2

98561

6321

99546

stairwayplot2

962673

1730

1055114

momi2

61622

42154

101987

stairwayplot2

943740

1006

1551366

momi2

101000

20564

150000

stairwayplot2

3129

1183

351369

momi2

11000

4233

100650

stairwayplot2

919815

19270

932325

momi2

222541

118759

425439

stairwayplot2

3540

1090

353285

momi2

4800

2341

22342

stairwayplot2

80712

27959

811671

momi2

48000

43021

259842

stairwayplot2

949847

82201

1089399

momi2

213040

147346

401251

stairwayplot2

EXP
EXP
EXP
EXP
EXP
BOTT
EXP
BOTT
EXP
EXP
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Table 3.6c. Prediction intervals and point estimates in number of individuals for effective population size
obtained from msprime simulations and Gradient Boosting regression and momi2 model selection and
inference.
population

Ne

lower

upper

method

D. bernieri

78749

13967

97506

msprime

290576

108361

900000

momi2

18167

5907

15260

msprime

270146

43262

599994

momi2

101334

16068

97892

msprime

99941

46615

399996

momi2

19734

9663

11534

msprime

135743

6455

922314

momi2

93406

11708

98210

msprime

133628

14056

962507

momi2

378960

16393

14204

msprime

37046

11182

900000

momi2

10444

5447

10856

msprime

59221

30402

999987

momi2

86762

24362

97446

msprime

648508

75753

964467

momi2

D. quadrilineatus
L. cf. madagascariensis
L. modestus
M. cf. meridionalis
M. colubrinus
M. mahfalensis
M. occultus

Table 3.6d. Prediction intervals for global migration rates among all species popualtions in number of
individuals per generation (ind/gen) obtained from msprime simulations and Gradient Boosting regression
inference.
species_group

m (ind/gen)

lower

upper

method

Mimophis

1.01

0.3

1.04

msprime

Leioheterodon

0.0048

0.0002

0.0097

msprime

Dromicodryas

0.0041

0.0002

0.0097

msprime

Madagascarophis

0.0058

0.0003

0.0098

msprime
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Table 3.7. Significance of each major diversification hypothesis layer included in the full RDA; spatial
indicates just the spatial hypothesis, and spatial/geo indicates the spatial hypothesis with geographic
distance accounted for. Significant or weakly signifncant results are indicated in bold. The riverine
hypothesis was only considered for Mimophis diversification, as all other populations splits did not
coincide geogprahically with major rivers.
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CHAPTER THREE FIGURES

Figure 3.1. Maps of Madagascar highlighting all catigorical landscape and bioclimatic features relevant
to diversification hypotheses detailed in Table 3.2: (a) geographic regions (Boumans et al., 2007) with
boundaries depicting watersheds of major rivers (Wilme, Goodman & Gannzorn, 2006), (b) major
bioclimatic zones herein referred to as ecoregions (Schatz, 2000), and (c) topography (also included as a
continuous hypothesis) with major zones of highland uplift and rivers (barriers),
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Figure 3.2. Images of previously described species investigated in this study: (a) Leioheterodon modestus
- Malagasy blond hognose, near Bemaraha, (b) Leioheterodon madagascariensis – Malgasy giant
hognose, (c) Dromicodryas bernieri – Bernier's striped snake (d) Dromicodryas quadrilineatus –
Malagasy four striped snake (e–f) Madagascarophis cf. colubrinus – Malgasy cat-eyed snake, showing
color polymorphism, (g) Mimophis mahfalensis – common big-eyed snake (h) Mimophis occultus. All
photographs taken by A. Kuhn.
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Figure 3.3. Sampling localities and population assignment for Leioheterodon (K = 3), Madagascarophis
(K = 3), Dromicodryas (K = 3), Mimophis (K = 2). Each shape represents an individual sample; circles
are samples sequenced at Cornell University and triangles represent samples sequenced at the University
of Wisconsin. The color of the circle is representative of clustering results where. Estimates of population
admixture are visualized as barplots to identify samples with mixed ancestry as estimated by sNMF
along with cross-entropy values for K = 1–10. ) Subsampled PCA results are plotted in the upper left
corner with samples weightings on the component axes and the proportion of variance explained by each
axis.
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Figure 3.4. Stairway Plot 2 inference with unfolded SFSs in thousands of years from present-day (left) to
400 kya (right); y-axis corresponds to the effective population size (Ne). Dark grey line: median of 200
inferences based on subsampling. Teal lines: 95% confidence interval of the inference for expanding
populations; red lines: 95% confidence interval of the inference for contracting populations.
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Figure 3.5. RAxML phylogenetic estimates of relationships among populations for each of the four
species groups. Colored bars correspond with population assignment from Figure 3.3 and demogprahic
models in Figure 3.7. Top left: Dromicodryas, top right: Madagascarophis, bottom left: Leioheterodon,
bottom right: Mimophis.
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Figure 3.6. Model configuration for 2- and 3D hypotheses. Shaded regions on maps represent
approximation of estimated ranges for each population. Tdiv is the timing of population coalescence
between lineages, Ne is the effective population size of contemporary populations, NeA is the ancestral
effective population size of recently coalesced lineages, and m represents an asymmetric instance of gene
flow from one population to the other; models that incorporated both directions of gene flow were
considered symmetric, and variations in the timings of these lineage pulse events were restricted to: 1)
ancient migration between recently diverged lineages 2) continuous or discrete gene flow at any time mt
3) recent gene flow via secondary contact between historically divergent lineages
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Figure 3.7. Contour plots from posterior mean migration rate (m) estimates transformed to a log scale.
White areas indicate regions where migration rates are consistent with a pattern of isolation by distance,
blue colors represent areas with higher than expected rates of migration (dispersal corridors), whereas
dark orange shaded regions have lower than expected rates of migration (putative dispersal barriers).
Species groups are as follows: (a) Dromicodryas (D. bernieri, D. quadrilineatus, D. bernieri sp.), (b)
Leioheterodon (L. madagascariensis, L. modestus, L. madagascariensis sp.), (c) Madagascarophis (M.
meridionalis, M. colubrinus, M colubrinus sp.), (d) Mimophis (occultus, mahfalensis).

Figure 3.8. Contour plots from posterior mean diversity rate (q) estimates transformed to a log scale.
Yellow areas indicate regions where migration rates are consistent with a pattern of standing genetic
variation, green colors represent areas with higher than expected rates of diversity (recent expansion),
whereas regions shaded dark pink have lower than expected rates of diversity (recent contraction).
Species groups are as follows: (a) Dromicodryas (D. bernieri, D. quadrilineatus, D. bernieri sp.), (b)
Leioheterodon (L. madagascariensis, L. modestus, L. madagascariensis sp.), (c) Madagascarophis (M.
meridionalis, M. colubrinus, M colubrinus sp.), (d) Mimophis (occultus, mahfalensis).
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Figure 3.9. Simulated density of geographic (‘earthdists’; x-axis) and genetic distances (‘dgen’; y-axis)
for all four species groups. Heat index represents strength of correlation. Isolated pockets of warmer
colors indicate patterns of population structure and deviations from genetic differntitation driven by pure
distance.
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Figure 3.10. First two axes of principal components for data simulated under the best fit demographic
models used for parameter estimation (blue) under 2D (white) and 3D (grey) models plotted with
observed data (red).
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Figure 3.11a. 3D model five fold cross validation procedure using Random Forest (left) and Gradient
Boosting (right) Regression for the following parameters: effective population size of the largest
population (Ne), ratio of the smaller population size to the larger population size (Ne ratio), time of the
oldest population divergence event in coalescent units (tdiv), timing of the youngest divergence event in
coalescent units, expressed as a factor of the older divergence event (tsplit) and global symmetric
migration rate among all populations (m).
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Figure 3.11b. 2D model 5-fold cross validation procedure using Random Forest (left) and Gradient
Boosting (right) Regression for the following parameters: effective population size of the largest
population (Ne), ratio of the smaller population size to the larger population size (Ne ratio), time of the
population divergence event in coalescent units (tdiv), and global symmetric migration rate among all
populations (m).
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Figure 3.12. Population demographic estimates and prediction intervals from this chapter for the timing
of population divergen, effective population sizes of populations post-divergence, the timing of
population size change, and global rates of migration among all populations per species group obtained
using msprime simualtions and gradient boosting regression (pink) in comparison to estimates obtained in
Chapter 2 (yellow, blue) and Burbrink et al. (2019) (green).
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Figure 3.13. Continuous spatial gradient (climatic, elevation) and stability hypotheses used in
the RDA analyses as predictors of spatial genetic distances obtained from Brown et al. 2014,
2016. For model significance see Table 3.4b; for individual layer signifncance see Table 3.7.
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